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Abstract

The precursors of money, along with language, enabled early modern humans to solve problems of
cooperation that other animals cannot – including problems of reciprocal altruism, kin altruism, and the
mitigation of aggression. These precursors shared with non-fiat currencies very specific characteristics – they
were not merely symbolic or decorative objects.
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Money

From the very start, England's 17th century colonies in America had a problem – a shortage of
coins[D94][T01] The British idea was to grow large amounts of tobacco, cut timber for the ships of their global
navy and merchant marine, and so forth, sending in return the supplies they felt were needed to keep the
Americans working. In effect, early colonists were supposed to both work for the company and shop at the
company store. The investors and the Crown much preferred this to paying in coin what the farmers might
ask, letting the farmers themselves buy the supplies – and, heaven forbid, keep some of the profit as well.

The colonists' solution was at hand, but it took a few years for them to recognize it. The natives had money,
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but it was very different from the money Europeans were used to. American Indians had been using money
for millennia, and quite useful money it turned out to be for the newly arrived Europeans – despite the
prejudice among some that only metal with the faces of their political leaders stamped on it constituted real
money. Worse, the New England natives used neither silver nor gold. Instead, they used the most appropriate
money to be found in their environment – durable skeleton parts of their prey. Specifically, they used
wampum, shells of the clam Venus mercenaria and its relatives, strung onto pendants.

Necklace of wampum. During trade the beads were counted, removed, and re-assembled on new necklaces.
Native American shell beads were also sometimes woven into belts or other mnemonic and ceremonial
devices that demonstrated the wealth and commitment of a tribe to a treaty.

Clams were found only at the ocean, but wampum traded far inland. Sea-shell money of a variety of types
could be found in tribes across the American continent. The Iriquois managed to collect the largest wampum
treasure of any tribe, without venturing anywhere near the clam's habitat.[D94] Only a handful of tribes, such
as the Narragansetts, specialized in manufacturing wampum, while hundreds of other tribes, many of them
hunter-gatherers, used it. Wampum pendants came in a variety of lengths, with the number of beads
proportional to the length. Pendants could be cut or joined to form a pendant of length equal to the price paid.

Once they got over their hangup about what constitutes real money, the colonists went wild trading for and
with wampum. Clams entered the American vernacular as another way to say "money". The Dutch governor
of New Amsterdam (now New York) took out a large loan from an English-American bank – in wampum.
After a while the British authorities were forced to go along. So between 1637 and 1661, wampum became
legal tender in New England. Colonists now had a liquid medium of exchange, and trade in the colonies
flourished.[D94]

The beginning of the end of wampum came when the British started shipping more coin to the Americas, and
Europeans started applying their mass-manufacturing techniques. By 1661, British authorities had thrown in
the towel, and decided it would pay in coin of the realm – which being real gold and silver, and its minting
audited and branded by the Crown, had even better monetary qualities than shells. In that year wampum
ceased to be legal tender in New England. In 1710 briefly became legal tender in North Carolina. It continued
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to be used as a medium of exchange, in some cases into the 20th century – but its value had been inflated one
hundred fold by Western harvesting and manufacturing techniques, and it gradually went the route that gold
and silver jewelry had gone in the West after the invention of coinage – from well-crafted money to
decoration. The American language of shell money became a quaint holdover – "a hundred clams" became "a
hundred dollars". "Shelling out" came to mean paying in coins or bills, and eventually by check or credit
card.[D94] Little did we know that we had touched the very origins of our species.

Collectibles

Native American money took many forms besides shells. Furs, teeth, and a variety of other objects with
properties we will discuss below were also commonly used as media of exchange. 12,000 years ago, in what
is now Washington state, the Clovis people developed some marvelously long chert blades. The only problem
– they break far too easily. They were useless for cutting. The flints were being made "for the sheer
enjoyment" – or for some other purpose that had nothing to do with cutting.[G01] As we shall see, this
seeming frivolity was, quite likely, actually very important to their survival.

Native Americans had not, however, been the first to make artful but useless blades, nor had they invented
shell money. Nor, for that matter, had Europeans, even though they, too, in ages past had widely used shells
and teeth for money – not to mention cattle, gold, silver, weapons, and much else. Asians had used all that
and faux axes issued by governments to boot, but they as well imported this institution. For archaeologists
have found pendants of shells dating to the early Paleolithic that could easily have substituted for Native
American money.

Beads made from shells of the pea-sized snail Nassarius kraussianus, that lived in a nearby estuary. Blombos
Cave, South Africa, 75,000 B.P.[B04]

In the late 1990s archaeologist Stanley Ambrose discovered, in a rock-shelter in the Rift Valley of Kenya, a
cache of beads made of ostrich eggshell, blanks, and shell fragments. They are dated using the argon-argon
(40Ar/39Ar) ratio to at least 40,000 years old[A98]. Pierced animal teeth have been found in Spain also dating
to this time.[W95] Perforated shells have also been recovered from early Paleolithic sites in Lebanon[G95].
Recently regular shells, prepared as strung beads and dating further back still, to 75,000 BP, have been found
in Blombos Cave in South Africa.[B04]

Ostrich-eggshell beads, Kenya Rift Valley, 40,000 B.P. (Courtesy Stanley Ambrose)

Our modern subspecies had migrated to Europe and necklaces of shell and tooth appear there, from 40,000
B.P. onward. Shell and tooth pendants appear in Australia from 30,000 B.P. onward[M93]. In all cases, the
work is highly skilled, indicating a practice that probably dates much further back in time. The origin of
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collecting and decorating is quite likely Africa, the original homeland of the anatomically modern subspecies.
Collecting and making necklaces must have had an important selection benefit, since it was costly –
manufacture of these shells took a great deal of both skill and time during an era when humans lived
constantly on the brink of starvation[C94].

Practically all human cultures, even those that do not engage in substantial trade or that use more modern
forms of money, make and enjoy jewelry, and value certain objects more for their artistic or heirloom
qualities than for their utility. We humans collect necklaces of shells and other kinds of jewelry – for the
sheer enjoyment of it. For the evolutionary psychologists an explanation that humans do something for "the
sheer enjoyment of it" is not an explanation at all – but the posing of a problem. Why do so many people find
the collection and wearing of jewelry enjoyable? For the evolutionary psychologist, this question becomes –
what caused this pleasure to evolve?

Detail of necklace from a burial at Sungir, Russia, 28,000 BP. Interlocking and interchangeable beads. Each
mammoth ivory bead may have required one to two hours of labor to manufacture.[W97]

Evolution, Cooperation, and Collectibles

Evolutionary psychology starts with a key mathematical discovery of John Maynard Smith[D89]. Using
models of populations of co-evolving genes, from the well-developed area of population genetics, Smith
posited genes that can code for strategies, good or bad, used in simple strategic problems (the "games" of
game theory). Smith proved that these genes, competing to be propagated into future generations, will evolve
strategies that are Nash equilibria to the strategic problems presented by the competition. These games
include the prisoner's dilemma, a prototypical problem of cooperation, and hawk/dove, a prototypical
problem of aggression and its mitigation.

Critical to Smith's theory is that these strategic games, while played out between phenotypes proximately, are
in fact games between genes at the ultimate level – the level of competition to be propagated. The genes – not
necessarily the individuals – influence behavior as if they were boundedly rational (coding for strategies as
optimal as possible, within the limits of what phenotypes can express given the biological raw materials and
previous evolutionary history) and "selfish" (to use Richard Dawkins' metaphor). Genetic influences on
behavior are adaptations to the social problems presented by genes competing through their phenotypes.
Smith called these evolved Nash equilibria evolutionary stable strategies.

The "epicycles" built on top of the earlier individual selection theory, such as sexual selection and kin
selection, disappear into this more general model which, in a Copernican manner, puts the genes rather than
individuals at the center of the theory. Thus Dawkins' metaphorical and often misunderstood phrase, "selfish
gene", to describe Smith's theory.

Few other species cooperate on the order of even Paleolithic humans. In some cases – brood care, the
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colonies of ants, termites, and bees, and so forth, animals cooperate because they are kin – because they can
help copies of their "selfish genes" found in their kin. In some highly constrained cases, there is also ongoing
cooperation between non-kin, which evolutionary psychologists call reciprocal altruism. As Dawkins
describes it[D89], unless an exchange of favors is simultaneous (and sometimes even then), one party or the
other can cheat. And they usually do. This is the typical result of a game theorists call the Prisoner's Dilemma
– if both parties cooperated, both would be better off, but if one cheats, he gains at the expense of the sucker.
In a population of cheaters and suckers, the cheaters always win. However, sometimes animals come to
cooperate through repeated interactions and a strategy called Tit-for-Tat: start cooperating and keep
cooperating until the other party cheats – then defect yourself. This threat of retaliation motivates continued
cooperation.

The situations where such cooperation in fact occurs in the animal world are highly constrained. The main
constraint is that such cooperation is restricted to relationships where at least one of the participants is more
or less forced to be in the proximity of the other. The most common case is when parasites, and hosts whose
bodies they share, evolve into symbiotes. If the interests of the parasite and the host coincide, so that both
working together would be more fit than either on their own, (i.e. the parasite is also providing some benefit
to the host), then, if they can play a successful game of Tit-for-Tat, they will evolve into symbiosis – a state
where their interests, and especially the exit mechanism of genes from one generation to the next, coincides.
They become as a single organism. However, there is much more than cooperation going on here – there is
also exploitation. They occur simultaneously. The situation is analogous to an institution humans would
develop – tribute – which we will analyze below.

Some very special instances occur that do not involve parasite and host sharing the same body and evolving
into symbiotes. Rather, they involve non-kin animals and highly constrained territory. A prominent example
Dawkins describes is cleaner fish. These fish swim in and out of the mouths of their hosts, eating the bacteria
there, benefiting the host fish. The host fish could cheat – it could wait for the cleaner to finish its job, then
eat it. But they don't. Since they are both mobile, they are both potentially free to leave the relationship.
However, the cleaner fish have evolved a very strong sense of individual territoriality, and have stripes and
dances that are difficult to spoof – much like a difficult to forge brand logo. So the host fish know where to
go to get cleaned – and they know that if they cheat, they will have to start over again with a new distrustful
cleaner fish. The entrance costs, and thus the exit costs, of the relationship are high, so that it works out
without cheating. Besides, the cleaner fish are tiny, so the benefit of eating them is not large compared to the
benefit of a small number of, or even one, cleaning.

One of the most pertinent examples.is the vampire bat. As their name suggests, they suck the blood of prey
mammals. The interesting thing is that, on a good night, they bring back a surplus; on a bad night, nothing.
Their dark business is highly unpredictable. As a result, the lucky (or skilled) bats often share blood with the
less lucky (or skilled) bats in their cave. They vomit up the blood and the grateful recipient eats it.

The vast majority of these recipients are kin. Out of 110 such regurgitations witnessed by the strong-
stomached biologist G.S. Wilkinson, 77 were cases of mothers feeding their children, and most of the other
cases also involved genetic kin. There were, however, a small number that could not be explained by kin
altruism. To demonstrate these were cases of reciprocal altruism, Wilkinson combined the populations of bats
from two different groups. Bats, with very rare exceptions, only fed old friends from their original
group.[D89] Such cooperation requires building a long-term relationship, where partners interact often,
recognize each other, and keep track of each other's behavior. The bat cave helps constrain the bats into long-
term relationships where such bonds can form.

We will see that some humans, too, chose highly risky and discontinuous prey items, and shared the resulting
surpluses with non-kin. Indeed, they accomplished this to a far greater extent than the vampire bat. How they
did so is the main subject of our essay. Dawkins suggests, "money is a formal token of delayed reciprocal
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altruism", but then pursues this fascinating idea no further. We will.

Among small human groups, public reputation can supersede retaliation by a single individual to motivate
cooperation in delayed reciprocation. However, reputational beliefs can suffer from two major kinds of errors
– errors of about which person did what, and errors in appraising the value or damages caused by that act.

The need to remember faces and favors is a major cognitive hurdle, but one that most humans find relatively
easy to overcome. Recognizing faces is easy, but remembering that a favor took place when such memory
needs to be recalled can be harder. Remembering the specifics about a favor that gave it a certain value to the
favored is harder still. Avoiding disputes and misunderstandings can be improbable or prohibitively difficult.

The appraisal or value measurement problem is very broad. For humans it comes into play in any system of
exchange – reciprocation of favors, barter, money, credit, employment, or purchase in a market. It is
important in extortion, taxation, tribute, and the setting of judicial penalties. It is even important in reciprocal
altruism in animals. Consider monkeys exchanging favors – say pieces of fruit for back scratches. Mutual
grooming can remove ticks and fleas that an individual can't see or reach. But just how much grooming
versus how many pieces of fruit constitutes a reciprocation that both sides will consider to be "fair", or in
other words not a defection? Is twenty minutes of backscratching worth one piece of fruit or two? And how
big a piece?

Even the simple case of trading blood for blood is more complicated than it seems. Just how do the bats
estimate the value of blood they have received? Do they estimate the value of a favor by weight, by bulk, by
taste, by its ability to satiate hunger, or other variables? Just the same, measurement complications arise even
in the simple monkey exchange of "you scratch my back and I'll scratch yours".

For the vast majority of potential exchanges, the measurement problem is intractable for animals. Even more
than the easier problem of remembering faces and matching them to favors, the ability of both parties to
agree with sufficient accuracy on an estimate of the value of a favor in the first place is probably the main
barrier to reciprocal altruism among animals.

Just the stone tool-kit of even early Paleolithic man that has survived for us to find was in some ways too
complicated for brains of our size. Keeping track of favors involving them – who manufactured what quality
of tool for whom, and therefore who owed whom what, and so on – would have been too difficult outside the
boundaries of the clan. Add onto that, quite likely, a large variety of organic objects, ephemeral services (such
as grooming), and so on that have not survived. After even a small fraction of these goods had been
transferred and services performed our brains, as inflated as they are, could not possibly keep track of who
owed what to whom. Today we often write these things down – but Paleolithic man had no writing. If
cooperation occurred between clans and even tribes, as the archaeological record indicates in fact occurred,
the problem gets far worse still, since hunter-gatherer tribes were usually highly antagonistic and mutually
distrustful.

If clams can be money, furs can be money, gold can be money, and so on – if money is not just coins or notes
issued by a government under legal tender laws, but rather can be a wide variety of objects – then just what is
money anyway? And why did humans, often living on the brink of starvation, spend so much time making
and enjoying those necklaces when they could have been doing more hunting and gathering? Nineteenth-
century economist Carl Menger[M1892] first described how money evolves naturally and inevitably from a
sufficient volume of commodity barter. In modern economic terms the story is similar to Menger's.

Barter requires a coincidence of interests. Alice grows some pecans and wants some apples; Bob grows
apples and want some pecans. They just happen to have their orchards near each other, and Alice just
happens to trust Bob enough to wait between pecan harvest time and apple harvest time. Assuming all these
conditions are met, barter works pretty well. But if Alice was growing oranges, even if Bob wanted oranges
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as well as pecans, they'd be out of luck – oranges and apples don't both grow well in the same climate. If
Alice and Bob didn't trust each other, and couldn't find a third party to be a middleman[L94] or enforce a
contract, they'd also be out of luck.

Further complications could arise. Alice and Bob can't fully articulate a promise to sell pecans or apples in
the future, because, among other possibilities, Alice could keep the best pecans to herself (and Bob the best
apples), giving the other the dregs. Comparing the qualities as well as the quantities of two different kinds of
goods is all the more difficult when the state of one of the goods is only a memory. Furthermore, neither can
anticipate events such as a bad harvest. These complications greatly add to the problem of Alice and Bob
deciding whether separated reciprocal altruism has truly been reciprocal. These kinds of complications
increase the greater the time interval and uncertainty between the original transaction and the reciprocation.

A related problem is that, as engineers would say, barter "doesn't scale". Barter works well at small volumes
but becomes increasingly costly at large volumes, until it becomes too costly to be worth the effort. If there
are n goods and services to be traded, a barter market requires n^2 prices. Five products would require
twenty-five prices, which is not too bad, but 500 products would require 250,000 prices, which is far beyond
what is practical for one person to keep track of. With money, there are only n prices – 500 products, 500
prices. Money for this purpose can work either as a medium of exchange or simply as a standard of value – as
long as the number of money prices themselves do not grow too large to memorize or change too often. (The
latter problem, along with an implicit insurance "contract", along with the lack of a competitive market may
explain why prices were often set by long-evolved custom rather than proximate negotiation).

Barter requires, in other words, coincidences of supply or skills, preferences, time, and low transaction costs.
Its cost increases far faster than the growth in the number of goods traded. Barter certainly works much better
than no trade at all, and has been widely practiced. But it is quite limited compared to trade with money.

Primitive money existed long before large scale trade networks. Money had an even earlier and more
important use. Money greatly improved the workings of even small barter networks by greatly reducing the
need for credit. Simultaneous coincidence of preference was far rarer than coincidences across long spans of
time. With money Alice could gather for Bob during the ripening of the blueberries this month, and Bob hunt
for Alice during the migration of the mammoth herds six months later, without either having to keep track of
who owed who, or trust the other's memory or honesty. A mother's much greater investment in child-rearing
could be secured by gifts of unforgeable valuables. Money converts the division of labor problem from a
prisoner's dilemma into a simple swap.

The proto-money used by many hunter-gatherer tribes looks very different from modern money, now serves a
different role in our modern culture, and had a function probably limited to small trade networks and other
local institutions discussed below. I will thus call such money collectibles instead of money proper. The terms
used in the anthropological literature for such objects are usually either "money", defined more broadly than
just government printed notes and coins but more narrowly than we will use "collectible" in this essay, or the
vague "valuable", which sometimes refers to items that are not collectibles in the sense of this essay. Reasons
for choosing the term collectible over other possible names for proto-money will become apparent.
Collectibles had very specific attributes. They were not merely symbolic. While the concrete objects and
attributes valued as collectible could vary between cultures, they were far from arbitrary. The primary and
ultimate evolutionary function of collectibles was as a medium for storing and transferring wealth. Some
kinds of collectibles, such as wampum, could be quite functional as money as we moderns know it, where the
economic and social conditions encouraged trade. I will occasionally use the terms "proto-money" and
"primitive money" interchangeably with "collectible" when discussing pre-coinage media of wealth transfer.

Gains From Wealth Transfers
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People, clans or tribes trade voluntarily because both sides believe they gain something. Their beliefs about
the value may change after the trade, for example as they gain experience with the good or service. Their
beliefs at the time of the trade, although to some degree inaccurate as to the value, are still usually correct as
to the existence of gain. Especially in early intertribal trade, restricted to high-value items, there was strong
incentive for each party to get their beliefs right. Thus trade almost always did benefit both parties. Trade
created value as much as the physical act of making something.

Because individuals, clans, and tribes all vary in their preferences, vary in their ability to satisfy these
preferences, and vary in the beliefs they have about these skills and preferences and the objects that are
consequent of them, there are always gains to be made from trade. Whether the costs of making these trades –
transaction costs – are low enough to make the trades worthwhile is another matter. In our civilization, far
more trades are possible than were through most of human history. Nevertheless, as we shall see some kinds
of trades were worth more than the transaction costs, for some cultures, probably back to the beginning of
homo sapiens sapiens.

Voluntary spot trades are not the only kinds of transactions that benefit from lower transaction costs. This is
the key to understanding the origin and evolution of money. Family heirlooms could be used as collateral to
remove the credit risk from delayed exchanges. The ability of a victorious tribe to extract tribute from the
vanquished was of great benefit to the victor. The victor's ability to collect tribute benefited from some of the
same kinds of transaction cost techniques as did trade. So did the plaintiff in assessment of damages for
offenses against custom or law, and kin groups arranging a marriage. Kin also benefited from timely and
peaceful gifts of wealth by inheritance. The major human life events that modern cultures segregate from the
world of trade benefited no less than trade, and sometimes more so, from techniques that lowered transaction
costs. None of these techniques was more effective, important, or early than primitive money – collectibles.

When H. sapiens sapiens displaced H. sapiens neanderthalensis, population explosions followed. Evidence
from the takeover in Europe, c. 40,000 to 35,000 B.P, indicates that H. sapiens sapiens increased the carrying
capacity of its environment by a factor of ten over H. sapiens neanderthalensis – i.e., the population density
increased tenfold[C94]. Not only that, the newcomers had spare time to create the world's first art – such as
the wonderful cave paintings, a wide variety of well-crafted figurines – and of course the wonderful pendants
and necklaces of seashells, teeth, and eggshell.

These objects were not useless decorations. Newly effective wealth transfers, made possible by collectibles as
well as another probable advance of the era, language, created new cultural institutions that quite likely
played the leading role in the increase of carrying capacity.

The newcomers, H. sapiens sapiens, had the same size brain, weaker bones, and smaller muscles than the
Neanderthals. Their hunting tools were more sophisticated, but in 35,000 B.P. they were basically the same
tools – they were probably not even twice as effective, much less ten times more effective. The biggest
difference may have been wealth transfers made more effective or even possible by collectibles. H. sapiens
sapiens took pleasure from collecting shells, making jewelry out of them, showing them off, and trading
them. H. sapiens neanderthalensis did not. The same dynamic would have been at work, tens of thousands of
years earlier, on the Serengeti, when H. sapiens sapiens first appeared in that dynamic maelstrom of human
evolution, Africa.

We shall describe how collectibles lowered transaction costs in each kind of wealth transfer – in the voluntary
free gift of inheritance, in voluntary mutual trade or marriage, and in the involuntary transfers of legal
judgments and tribute.

All these kinds of value transfer occurred in many cultures of human prehistory, probably from the beginning
of Homo sapiens sapiens. The gains to be made, by one or both parties, from these major life event transfers
of wealth, were so great that they occurred despite high transaction costs. Compared to modern money,
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primitive money had a very low velocity – it might be transferred only a handful of times in an average
individual's lifetime. Nevertheless, a durable collectible, what today we would call an heirloom, could persist
for many generations and added substantial value at each transfer – often making the transfer even possible at
all. Tribes therefore often spent large amounts of time on the seemingly frivolous tasks of manufacturing and
exploring for the raw materials of jewelry and other collectibles.

The Kula Ring

The Kula trading network of pre-colonial Melanesia. The kula valuables doubled as "high power" money and
mnemonic for stories and gossip. Many of the goods traded, mostly agricultural products, were available in
different seasons, and so could not be traded in kind. Kula collectibles solved this double-coincidence
problem as an unforgeably costly, wearable (for security), and circulated (literally!) money. Necklaces
circulated clockwise, and armshells counter-clockwise, in a very regular pattern. By solving the double-
coincidence problem an armshell or necklace would prove more valuable than its cost after only a few trades,
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but could circulate for decades. Gossip and stories about prior owners of the collectibles further provided
information about upstream credit and liquidity. In other Neolithic cultures collectibles, usually shells,
circulated in a less regular pattern but had similar purposes and attributes.[L94]

Kula armshell (mwali).

Kula necklaces (bagi).

For any institution in which wealth transfer is an important component, we will ask the following questions:

1. What coincidence in time between the event, the supply for the transferred good, and demand for the
transferred good was necessary? How unlikely or how high a barrier to the wealth transfer did the
improbability of coincidence represent?

2. Would the wealth transfers formed a closed loop of collectibles just based on that institution, or were
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other wealth transfer institutions necessary to complete circulation cycles? Taking the actual flow
graph of monetary circulation seriously is critical to understanding the emergence of money. General
circulation among a wide variety of trades did not and would not exist for most of human prehistory.
Without completed and repeated loops collectibles would not circulate and would become worthless. A
collectible, to be worth making, had to add value in enough transactions to amortize its cost.

We shall first examine the kind of transfer most familiar and economically important to us today – trade.

Starvation Insurance

Bruce Winterhalder[W98] surveys models of how and why food is sometimes transferred between animals:
tolerated theft, producing/scrounging/opportunism, risk-sensitive subsistence, by-product mutualism, delayed
reciprocity, trade/exchange not in kind, and other selection models (including kin altruism). Here we focus on
risk-sensitive subsistence, delayed reciprocity, and trade (exchange not in kind). We argue that substituting
trade of food for collectibles for delayed reciprocity can increase food sharing. It does so by mitigating the
risks of a variable food supply while avoiding the largely insurmountable problems of delayed reciprocity
between bands. We will deal with kin altruism and theft (tolerated or not) in broader contexts below.

Food is worth far more to starving people than to well-fed ones. If the starving man can save his life by
trading his most precious valuables, it may be worth to him months or even years of the labor it might take to
replace that value. He will usually consider his life worth more than the sentimental value of the family
heirlooms. Like fat itself, collectibles can provide insurance against food shortages. Starvation from local
shortages could be staved off with at least two different kinds of trades – for the food itself, or for foraging or
hunting rights.

Nevertheless, the transaction costs were usually too high – bands were far more likely to fight than ever trust
each other. The hungry band that couldn't find its own food usually starved. However, if the transaction costs
could be lowered, by lowering the need for trust between bands, food that was worth a day's labor to one
band might be worth several months' labor to the starving band.

Local but extremely valuable trade was, this essay argues, made possible among many cultures by the advent
of collectibles, by the time of the Upper Paleolithic. Collectibles substituted for otherwise necessary but non-
existent trusting long term relationships. If there had existed a high degree of sustained interaction and trust
between tribes, or individuals of different tribes, so that they gave each other unsecured credit, this would
have stimulated time-lagged barter trade. However, such a high degree of trust then is highly implausible –
for the reasons stated above regarding reciprocal altruism, confirmed by the empirical evidence that most
hunter-gatherer tribal relations have been observed to be quite antagonistic. Hunter-gatherer bands usually
broke up into small bands for most of the year and gathered into "aggregates", something like medieval
European fairs, for a few weeks out of the year. Despite the lack of trust between bands, an important trade in
staples, of the kind illustrated in the accompanying figure, almost surely occurred in Europe and probably
elsewhere, such as with the big game hunters of America and Africa.

The scenario illustrated by the accompanying figure is hypothetical, but it would be very surprising if it did
not occur. While many Europeans even in the Paleolithic enjoyed wearing shell necklaces, many lived farther
inland and made necklaces instead out of the teeth of their prey. Flints, axes, furs, and other collectibles were
also quite likely used as media of exchange.

Reindeer, bison, and other human prey migrated at different times of the year. Different tribes specialized in
different prey, to the point where over 90%, and sometimes as much as 99%, of the remains from many sites
during the Paleolithic in Europe come from a single species[C94]. This indicates at least seasonal
specialization and perhaps full-time specialization by a tribe in a single species. To the extent they
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specialized, the members of a single tribe would have become experts at the behavior, migration habits, and
other patterns surrounding their specific prey species, as well as the specialized tools and techniques for
hunting them. Some tribes observed in recent times are known to have specialized. Some North American
Indian tribes specialized respectively in hunting bison, antelope, and fishing for salmon. In northern Russia
and parts of Finland, many tribes, including the Lapp even today, specialized in herding a single species of
reindeer.

Such specialization was probably far higher when more large prey (horse, auroch, giant elk, bison, giant
sloth, mastodon, mammoth, zebra, elephant, hippopotamus, giraffe, musk oxen, etc.) roamed North America,
Europe, and Africa in large herds during the Paleolithic. Large wild animals unafraid of humans no longer
exist. During the Paleolithic they were either driven extinct or adapted to be afraid of humans and our
projectiles. However, for most of the time span of H. sapiens sapiens these herds were abundant and easy
pickings to specialist hunters. According to our theory of trade-based predation, specialization was quite
likely far higher when large prey roamed North America, Europe, and Africa in large herds during the
Paleolithic. Trade-based division of labor in hunting between tribes is consistent with (although not securely
confirmed by) the archaeological evidence from the Paleolithic in Europe.

These migrating bands, following their herds, frequently interacted, creating many opportunities for trade.
American Indians preserved food by drying, making pemmican, and so on in ways that lasted for a few
months but typically not a full year. Such food was commonly traded, along with skins, weapons, and
collectibles. Often these trades occurred during annual trading expeditions[T01].

Large herd animals migrated through a territory only two times a year, with a window most often of one or
two months. Without any other source of protein besides their own prey species, these specialist tribes would
have starved. The very high degree of specialization demonstrated in the archaeological record could only
have occurred if there was trade.

Thus, even if the time-offset barter of meat were the only kind of trade, this is quite sufficient to make the use
of collectibles quite worthwhile. The necklaces, flints, and any other objects used as money circulate in a
closed loop, back and forth, in roughly equal amounts so long as the value of meat traded remains roughly
equal. Note that it is not enough, for the theory of collectibles put forth in this paper to be correct, that single
beneficial trades were possible. We must identify closed loops of mutually beneficial trades. With closed
loops the collectibles continue to circulate, amortizing their costs.

As mentioned, we know from archaeological remains that many tribes specialized in a single large prey
species. This specialization was at least seasonal; if there was extensive trade it could have been full-time.
Becoming experts in the habits and migration patterns, and best methods of taking down, a tribe reaped
enormous productive benefits. These benefits, however, would normally be unattainable, for specializing in a
single species meant going without food most of the year. Division of labor between tribes paid off – and
trade made it possible. The supply of food would nearly double from trade just between two complementary
tribes. There were, however, rather than two prey species, often up to a dozen that migrated through most
hunting territories in areas like the Serengeti and the European steppe. The amount of meat available to a
species-specializing tribe would thus likely more than double with such trade among a handful of
neighboring tribes. On top of this, the extra meat would be there when needed most – when the meat from a
tribe's own species prey would already have been eaten, and without food the hunters would starve.

Thus there were at least four gains, or sources of surplus, from a trade cycle as simple as two prey species
and two non-simultaneous but offsetting trades. These gains are distinct but not necessarily independent:

1. An available source of meat at a time of the year when one would otherwise starve.
2. An increase in the total supply of meat – they traded the surplus beyond what they could eat

immediately or store; what they didn't trade would have gone to waste.
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3. An increase in the variety of nutrition from meat, by eating different kinds of meat.
4. Increased productivity from specialization in a single prey species.

Making or saving collectibles to trade for food itself was not the only way to insure against bad times.
Perhaps even more common, especially where large prey items were not available, was territoriality
combined with trade in foraging rights. This can be observed even in some of the remnants of hunter-gatherer
culture that exist today.

The !Kung San of southern Africa, like all other modern remnants of hunter-gatherer cultures, live on
marginal lands. They have no opportunity to be specialists but must take the meager remnants available. They
may thus be rather uncharacteristic of many ancient hunter-gatherer cultures, and uncharacteristic of the
original Homo sapien sapiens, which first seized the lushest lands and best game routes from Homo sapiens
neanderthalensis and only much later drove the Neanderthals from marginal lands. Yet despite their severe
ecological handicap, the !Kung use collectibles as items of trade.

Like most hunter-gatherers, the !Kung spend most of the year in small, dispersed bands and a few weeks of
the year in an aggregate with several other bands. Aggregation is like a fair with added features – trade is
accomplished, alliances are cemented, partnerships strengthened, and marriages transacted. Preparation for
aggregation is filled with the manufacture of tradeable items, partly utilitarian but mostly of a collectible
nature. The exchange system, called by the !Kung hxaro, involves a substantial trade in beaded jewelry,
including ostrich-shell pendants quite similar to those found in Africa 40,000 years ago.

Pattern of hxaro exchanges and kinship relations among neighboring tribes of !Khung San hunter-gatherers.
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Necklaces used in the hxaro exchange.

One of the main things the !Kung buy and sell with their collectibles are abstract rights to enter another
band's territory and hunt or gather food there. Trade in these rights is especially brisk during local shortages
which can be alleviated by foraging in a neighbor's territory[W77][W82] !Kung bands mark their territories
with arrows; trespassing without having purchased the right to enter and forage is tantamount to a declaration
of war. Like the inter-band food trade discussed above, the use of collectibles to purchase foraging rights
constitutes an "insurance policy against starvation", to use the phrase of Stanley Ambrose[A98].

Although anatomically modern humans surely had conscious thought, language, and some ability to plan, it
would have required little conscious thought or language, and very little planning, to generate trades. It was
not necessary that tribe members reasoned out the benefits of anything but a single trade. To create this
institution it would have sufficed that people follow their instincts to make obtain collectibles with the
characteristics outlined below. (as indicated by proxy observations that make approximate estimations for
these characteristics). This is to various extents true of the other institutions we will study – they evolved,
rather than being consciously designed. No one participating in the institution's rituals would have explained
their function in terms of ultimate evolutionary function; rather they explained in terms of a wide variety of
mythologies that served more as proximate motivators of behavior than as theories of ultimate purpose or
origin.

Direct evidence for trade in food has long since decayed. We may, in the future, find more direct evidence
than is now available for this article, via comparison of hunting remains in one tribe with the consumption
patterns in another tribe – the hardest part of this task likely being to identify the boundaries of different
tribes or kin groups. According to our theory, such transfer of meat from one tribe to another was common in
many parts of the world during the Paleolithic where large-scale and specialized big game hunting occurred.

For now, we do have extensive indirect evidence of trade, via the movement of the collectibles themselves.
Fortunately there is a good correlation between the durability desired for collectibles and the conditions under
which an artifact has survived to be found by today's archaeologists. In the early Paleolithic, when all human
movement was on foot, we have instances of perforated sea shells found up to 500 kilometers away from the
nearest source[C94]. There was a similar long-distance movement of flint.

Unfortunately, trade was severely restricted by high transaction costs in most times and places. The primary
barrier was the antagonism between tribes. The predominant relationship between tribes was one of distrust
on good days and outright violence on bad days. Only ties of marriage or kinship could bring tribes into a
relationship with trust, albeit only occasionally and of limited scope. The poor ability to protect property,
even collectibles worn on the person or buried in well-hidden caches, meant that collectibles had to amortize
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their costs in a few transactions.

Trade was thus not the only kind of wealth transfer, and probably not the most important kind during the long
human prehistory where high transaction costs prevented the development of the kinds of markets, firms, and
other economic institutions we now take for granted[L94]. Underneath our great economic institutions are far
more ancient institutions that also involved wealth transfer – in prehistoric times, the main kinds of wealth
transfer. All of these institutions distinguished Homo sapiens sapiens from previous animals. We now turn to
one of the most basic kinds of wealth transfer that we humans take for granted but other animals do not have
– passing wealth onto the next generation.

Kin Altruism Beyond the Grave

Coincidence in time and locale of supply and demand for trade was rare – so much so, that most kinds of
trades and trade-based economic institutions we now take for granted could not exist. Even more unlikely
was the triple coincidence of supply with demand with a major event for a kin group – the formation of a new
family, death, crime, or victory or defeat in war. As we shall see, clans, and individuals greatly benefited from
a timely transfer of wealth during these events. Such wealth transfer in turn was much less wasteful when it
was the transfer of a store of wealth more durable and general than consumables or tools designed for other
purposes. The demand for a durable and general store of wealth for use in these institutions was thus even
more urgent than for trade itself. Furthermore, the institutions of marriage, inheritance, dispute resolution,
and tribute may predate intertribal trade, and involved for most tribes a greater transfer of wealth than trade.
These institutions thus more than trade served as the motivator and incubator of the earliest primitive money.

In most hunter-gatherer tribes this wealth came in a form that strikes us preposterously wealthy moderns as
trivial – a collection of wooden utensils, flint and bone tools and weapons, shells on strings, perhaps a hut
and in colder climates some mangy furs. Sometimes it could all be carried on the person. Nevertheless, these
motley assortments were wealth for a hunter-gatherer no less than real estate, stocks, and bonds are wealth
for us. To the hunter-gatherer tools and sometimes warm clothes were necessary for survival. Many of the
items were highly valued collectibles that insured against starvation, purchased mates, and could substitute
for massacre or starvation in event of war and defeat. The ability to transfer the capital of survival to one's
descendants was another advantage Homo sapiens sapiens had over previous animals. Furthermore, the
skilled tribesman or clan could accumulate a surplus of wealth from the occasional, but cumulative over a
lifetime, trade of surplus consumables for durable wealth, especially collectibles. A temporary fitness
advantage could be translated into a more durable fitness advantage for one's descendants.

Another form of wealth, hidden from the archaeologist, were titles to offices. Such social positions were
more valuable than the tangible forms of wealth in many hunter-gatherer cultures. Examples of such positions
included clan leaders, war party leaders, hunting party leaders, membership in a particular long-term trading
partnership (with a particular person in a neighboring clan or tribe), midwives, and religious healers. Often
collectibles not only embodied wealth, but also served as a mnemonic, representing the title to a clan position
of responsibility and privilege. Upon death, to maintain order, the heirs to such positions had to be quickly
and clearly determined. Delays could spawn vicious conflicts. Thus, a common event was the mortuary feast,
in which the deceased was feted while both his tangible and intangible forms of wealth were distributed to
descendants, as determined by custom, clan decision-makers, or the will of the deceased.

Other kinds of free gifts were quite rare in pre-modern cultures, as Marcel Mauss[M50] and other
anthropologists have pointed out. Seemingly free gifts in fact implicitly invoked an obligation in the
recipient. Before contract law, this implicit obligation of the "gift", along with community dishonor and
punishments ensuing if the implicit obligation was not met, was perhaps the most common motivator of
reciprocation in delayed exchange, and is still common in the variety of informal favors we do for each other.
Inheritance and other forms of kin altruism were the only widely practiced forms of what we moderns would
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call gift proper, namely a gift that imposed no obligation on the recipient.

Early Western traders and missionaries, who often saw natives as childish primitives, sometimes called their
tribute payments "gifts" and trades "gift exchanges", as if they bore more resemblance to the Christmas and
birthday present exchanges of Western children than to the contractual and tax obligations of adults. Partly
this may have reflected prejudice, and partly the fact that in the West by that time obligations were usually
formalized in writing which the natives lacked. Westerners thus usually translated the rich variety of words
natives had for their exchange institutions, rights, and obligations as "gift". Seventeenth-century French
settlers in America were thinly scattered among much larger populations of Indian tribes, and often found
themselves paying tribute to these tribes. Calling these payments "gifts" was a way for them to save face with
other Europeans who faced no such necessity and found it cowardly.

Mauss and modern anthropologists have unfortunately kept this terminology. The uncivilized human is still
like a child, but now innocent like a child, a creature of moral superiority who would not stoop to our kind of
base, cold-blooded economic transactions. However in the West, especially in the official terminology used
for our laws covering transactions, a "gift" refers to a transfer that imposes no obligation. When coming
across anthropological discussions of "gift exchange" these caveats should be kept in mind – modern
anthropologists are not at all referring to the free or informal gifts we commonly refer to in our modern use
on the term "gift". They are rather referring to any of a wide variety of often quite sophisticated systems of
rights and obligations involved in wealth transfers. The only major transactions in prehistoric cultures similar
to our modern gift, in that it was neither itself a widely recognized obligation nor imposed any obligation on
the recipient, were parents or maternal kin caring for their children and inheritance. (An exception was that
inheriting title to a position imposed the responsibilities of the position on the heir as well as its privileges).

Inheritance of some heirlooms might proceed for several generations uninterrupted, but it did not by itself
form a closed loop of collectibles transfers. Heirlooms were only valuable if they eventually got used for
something else. They often were used in marriage transactions between clans that could form closed loop
cycles of collectibles.

The Family Trade

An early and important example of a small closed loop trade network made possible by collectibles involves
the much higher investment humans make in raising offspring than our primate relatives, and the related
human institution of marriage. Combining arrangements of long-term matches for mating and child-raising,
negotiated between clans, with wealth transfer, marriage is a human universal and probably dates back to the
first Homo sapiens sapiens.

Parental investment is a long-term and almost one-shot affair – there is no time for repeated interactions.
Divorce from a negligent father or unfaithful wife usually represented several years of time wasted, in genetic
fitness terms, by the jilted party. Fidelity and commitment to the children were primarily enforced by in-laws
– the clan. The marriage was the contract between clans that usually included such promises of fidelity and
commitment as well as wealth transfer.

The contributions a man and a woman will bring to a marriage are seldom equal. This was even more true in
an era when mate choice was largely determined by clans and the population from which clan leaders could
choose was quite small. Most commonly, the woman was considered more valuable and the groom's clan
paid a bride price to the bride's clan. Quite rare in comparison was dowry, a payment by the bride's clan to the
new couple. Mostly this was practiced by upper classes of monogamous but highly unequal societies in
medieval Europe and India, and was ultimately motivated by the far greater reproductive potential of upper-
class sons than upper-class daughters in those societies. Since literature was mostly written about upper
classes, dowry often plays a role in European traditional stories. This does not reflect its actual frequency
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across human cultures – it was quite rare.

Marriages between clans could form a closed cycle of collectibles. Indeed, two clans exchanging partners
would be sufficient to maintain a closed loop, as long as brides tended to alternate. If one clan was wealthier
in collectibles from some other kind of transfer, it could marry more of its sons to better brides (in
monogamous societies) or a greater number of brides (in polygamous societies). In a loop involving only
marriages, primitive money would simply serve to replace the need for memory and trust between clans over
a long period of delay between unbalanced transfers of reproductive resources.

Like inheritance, lawsuit, and tribute, marriage requires a triple coincidence of the event, in this case the
marriage, with supply and demand. Without a transferable and durable store of value, the current ability of a
groom's clan to supply the current desires of the bride's clan, to a large enough degree to make up the value
mismatch between bride and groom, while also satisfying the political and romantic constraints of the match,
were quite unlikely to be well satisfied. One solution is imposing an ongoing service obligation from the
groom or his clan to the bride's clan. This occurs in about 15% of known cultures[DW88]. In a much larger
number, 67%, the groom or groom's clan pays the bride's clan a substantial amount of wealth. Some of this
bride price is paid in immediate consumables, in plants to be gathered harvested and animals slaughtered for
the marriage feast. In herding or agricultural societies much of the bride price is paid in livestock, a long-
lasting form of wealth. The balance, and usually the most valuable portion of the bride-price in cultures
without livestock, is paid with what are usually the most valuable family heirlooms – the rarest, costliest, and
most durable pendants, rings, and so on. The Western practice of the groom giving the bride a ring – and a
suitor giving a maiden other kinds of jewelry – was once a substantial transfer of wealth and was common in
many other cultures. In about 23% of cultures, mostly modern ones, there is no substantial wealth exchange.
In about 6% of cultures there is mutual exchange of substantial wealth between bride and groom clans. In
only about 2% of cultures does the bride's clan pay the new couple a dowry.[DW88]

Unfortunately, some wealth transfers were a far cry from the altruism of the inheritance gift or the joy of
marriage. Quite the opposite, in the case of tribute.

The Spoils of War

Death rates from violence in chimp troops and hunter-gatherer human cultures alike are far higher than in
modern civilizations. This probably dates at least as far back as our common ancestor with the chimpanzees –
chimp troops, as well, are constantly fighting.

Warfare involved, among other things, killing, maiming, torture, kidnapping, rape, and the extortion of tribute
in exchange for avoiding such fates. When two neighboring tribes were not at war, one was usually paying
tribute to the other. Tribute could also serve to bind alliances, achieving economies of scale in warfare.
Mostly, it was a form of exploitation more lucrative to the victor than further violence against the defeated.

Victory in war was sometimes followed by an immediate payment from the losers to the winners. Often this
just took the form of looting by the enthusiastic victors, while the losers desperately hid their collectibles.
More often, tribute was demanded on a regular basis. In this case, the triple coincidence could and sometimes
was avoided by a sophisticated schedule of payments in kind that matched the losing tribe's ability to supply
a good or service with the victor's demand for it. However, even with this solution primitive money could
provide a better way – a common medium of value that greatly simplified the terms of payment – very
important in an era when terms of the treaty could not be recorded but had to be memorized. In some cases,
as with the wampum as used in the Iriquois Confederacy, the collectibles doubled as a primitive mnemonic
device that, while not verbatim, could be used as an aid to recall the terms of the treaty. For the winners,
collectibles provided a way to collect tribute at closer to the Laffer optimum. For the losers, collectibles
buried in caches provided a way to "under-report", leading the victors to believe the losers were less wealthy
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and thus demand less than they might. Caches of collectibles also provided insurance against overzealous
tribute collectors. Much of the wealth in primitive societies escaped the notice of the missionaries and
anthropologists due to its highly secretive nature. Only archeology can reveal the existence of this hidden
wealth.

Hiding and other strategies presented a problem that tribute collectors share with modern tax collectors – how
to estimate the amount of wealth they can extract. Value measurement is a thorny problem in many kinds of
transactions, but never more so than in the antagonistic collection of tax or tribute. In making these very
difficult and nonintuitive trade-offs, and then executing them in a series of queries, audits, and collection
actions, tribute collectors efficiently optimized their revenue, even if the results seemed quite wasteful to the
tribute payer.

Imagine a tribe collecting tribute from several neighbor tribes it previously defeated in war. It must estimate
how much it can extract from each tribe. Bad estimates leave the wealth of some tribes understated, while
forcing others to pay tribute based on estimates of wealth they don't actually have. The result: the tribes that
are hurt tend to shrink. The tribes that benefit pay less tribute than could be extracted. In both cases, less
revenue is generated for the victors than they might be able to get with better rules. This is an application of
the Laffer curve to the fortunes of specific tribes. On this curve, applied to income taxes by the brilliant
economist Arthur Laffer, as the tax rate increases, the amount of revenue increases, but at an increasingly
slower rate than the tax rate, due to increased avoidance, evasion, and most of all disincentive to engage in
the taxed activity. At a certain rate due to these reasons tax revenues are optimized. Hiking the tax rate
beyond the Laffer optimum results in lower rather than higher revenues for the government. Ironically, the
Laffer curve was used by advocates for lower taxes, even though it is a theory of tax collection optimum to
government revenue, not a theory of tax collection optimal to social welfare or individual preference
satisfaction.

On a larger scale, the Laffer curve may be the most important economic law of political history. Charles
Adams[A90] uses it to explain the rise and fall of empires. The most successful governments have been
implicitly guided by their own incentives – both their short-term desire for revenue and their long-term
success against other governments – to optimize their revenues according to the Laffer Curve. Governments
that overburdened their taxpayers, such as the Soviet Union and later Roman Empire, ended up on the dust-
heap of history, while governments that collected below the optimum were often conquered by their better-
funded neighbors. Democratic governments may maintain high tax revenues over historical time by more
peaceful means than conquering underfunded states. They are the first states in history with tax revenues so
high relative to external threats that they have the luxury of spending most of the money in non-military
areas. Their tax regimes have operated closer to the Laffer optimum than those of most previous kinds of
governments. (Alternatively, this luxury may be made possible by the efficiency of nuclear weapons in
deterring attack rather than the increased incentives of democracies to optimize to tax collection). When we
apply the Laffer curve to examining the relative impact of treaty tribute terms on various tribes, we conclude
that the desire to optimize revenues causes victors to want to accurately measure the income and wealth of
the vanquished. Measuring value is crucial to determining the tributaries' incentives to avoid or evade the
tribute by hiding wealth, fight, or flight. For their part, tributaries can and do spoof these measurements in
various ways, for example by burying collectibles in caches. Tribute collection involves a measurement game
with unaligned incentives.

With collectibles, one can demand tribute at strategically optimal times instead of when items can be supplied
by the tributary or is in demand by the victor. The victors can then choose when they will in the future
consume the wealth, rather than having to consume it at the time the tribute is extracted. Much later, well into
the dawn of history, in 700 BC, though trade was widespread, money still took the form of collectibles –
made out of more precious metals, but in their basic characteristics, such as lack of uniform value, similar to
most of the proto-money used since the dawn of Homo sapiens sapiens. This was changed by a Greek-
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speaking culture in Anatolia (modern Turkey), the Lydians. Specifically, the kings of Lydia were the first
major issuers of coins in the archaeological and historical record.

From that day to this, government mints with self-granted monopolies, rather than private mints, have been
the main issuers of coin. Why wasn't minting dominated by private interests, such as private bankers, which
did exist at the time in these semi-market economies? The main explanation for government dominance of
coin minting has been that only governments could enforce anti-counterfeiting measures. However, they
could have enforced such measures in protection of competing private mints, just as they enforce trademarks
today and at that time as well.

It was far easier to estimate the value of a coin than that of a collectible – especially at low transaction values.
Far more trades could be made with money instead of barter; indeed many kinds of low-value trades became
possible for the first time as the small gains from trade for the first time exceeded transaction costs.
Collectibles were low-velocity money, involved in a small number of high value transactions. Coins were
high-velocity money, facilitating a large number of low value trades.

Given what we have seen about the benefits of proto-money to tribute and tax collectors, as well as the
critical nature of the value measurement problem in optimally coercing such payments, it is not surprising
that tax collectors, specifically the kings of Lydia, were the first major issuers of coinage. The king, deriving
his revenue from tax collection, had a strong incentive to measure to value of wealth held and exchanged by
his subjects more accurately. That the exchange also benefited from cheaper measurement by traders of the
medium of exchange, creating something closer to efficient markets, and allowing individuals to enter into
the marketplace on a larger scale for the first time, was for the king a fortuitous side effect. The greater
wealth flowing through markets, now available to be taxed, boosted the king's revenues even beyond the
normal Laffer curve effect of reducing mismeasurement between given tax sources.

This combination of more efficient tax collection with more efficient markets meant a vast increase in overall
tax revenues. These tax collectors almost literally hit a gold mine, and the wealth of Lydian kings Midas,
Croesus, and Giges is famous to this day.

A few centuries later, the Greek king Alexander the Great conquered Egypt, Persia and much of India,
funding his spectacular conquest by plundering Egyptian and Persian temples, filled with assemblages of
low-velocity collectibles, and melting them down into high-velocity coins. More efficient and encompassing
market economies as well as more efficient tax collection sprung up in his wake.

Tribute payments did not form by themselves a closed loop of collectibles. These were only valuable if they
ultimately could be used by the victors for something else, such as marriage, trade, or collateral. However,
victors could coerce the vanquished into manufacturing for obtaining collectibles, even if it did not serve the
vanquished's voluntary interests.

Disputes and Remedies

Ancient hunter-gatherers did not have our modern tort or criminal law, but they did have an analogous means
of settling disputes, often judged by clan or tribal leaders or vote, that covered what modern law calls crimes
and torts. Settling disputes through punishments or payments sanction by the clans of the disputing parties
substituted for cycles of revenge or vendetta wars. Most pre-modern cultures, ranging from the Iriquois in
America to the pre-Christian Germanic peoples, decided that payment was better than punishment. Prices
(e.g. the Germanic "weregeld" and Iriquois blood money) were assigned to all actionable offenses, ranging
from petty theft to rape to murder. Where money was available, the payment took the form of money.
Livestock was used in herding cultures. Otherwise, payment of collectibles was the most commonly used
remedy.
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The payment of remedies for damages in a lawsuit or similar complaint led to the same kind of problem of
triple coincidence of event, supply, and demand as occurred in inheritance, marriage, and tribute. The
judgment of the case had to coincide with the ability of the plaintiff to pay the damages as well as the
opportunity and desire of the defendant to benefit from them. If the remedy was a consumable the plaintiff
already had plenty of, the remedy still served as a punishment but would not likely satisfy the defendant –
and thus would not curb the cycle of violence. Thus, we here again the value added by collectibles – in this
case, in making possible the remedy to resolve a dispute or terminate a cycle of revenge.

Dispute remedies would not form a closed loop if the payments served to entirely eliminate vendettas.
However, if the payments did not completely dampen the vendetta, the payments could form a cycle
following the cycle of revenge. For this reason, it is possible that the institution reached an equilibrium when
it had reduced but not eliminated cycles of revenge until the advent of more densely connected trading
networks.

Attributes of Collectibles

Since humans evolved in small, largely self-sufficient, and mutually antagonistic tribes, the use of collectibles
to reduce the need for favor-tracking, and to make possible the other human institutions of wealth transfer we
have explored, was far more important than the scale problems of barter for most of the timespan of our
species. Indeed, collectibles provided a fundamental improvement to the workings of reciprocal altruism,
allowing humans to cooperate in ways unavailable to other species. For them, reciprocal altruism is severely
limited by unreliable memory. Some other species have large brains, build their own homes, or make and use
tools. No other species has produced such an improvement to the workings of reciprocal altruism. The
evidence indicates this new development had matured by 40,000 B.P.

Menger called this first money an "intermediate commodity" – what this paper calls collectibles. An artifact
useful for other things, such as cutting, could also be used as a collectible. However, once institutions
involving wealth transfer became valuable, collectibles would be manufactured just for their collectible
properties. What are these properties? For a particular commodity to be chosen as a valuable collectible, it
would have had, relative to products less valuable as collectibles, at least the following desirable qualities:

1. More secure from accidental loss and theft. For most of history this meant carriable on the person and
easy to hide.

2. Harder to forge its value. An important subset of these are products that are unforgeably costly, and
therefore considered valuable, for reasons explained below.

3. This value was more accurately approximated by simple observations or measurements. These
observations would have had more reliable integrity yet have been less expensive.

Humans the world over are strongly motivated to collect items that better satisfy these properties. Some of
this motivation probably includes genetically evolved instincts. Such objects are collected for the sheer
pleasure of collecting them (not for any particularly good explicit and proximate reasons), and such pleasure
is nearly universal across human cultures. One of the immediate proximate motivations is decoration.
According to Dr. Mary C. Stiner, an archaeologist at the University of Arizona, "Ornamentation is universal
among all modern human foragers."[W02] For an evolutionary psychologist, such a behavior that has a good
ultimate explanation, in terms of natural selection, but has no proximate rationale other than pleasure, is a
prime candidate to be a genetically evolved pleasure that motivates the behavior. Such is, if the reasoning in
this essay is correct, the human instinct to collect rare items, art, and especially jewelry.

Point (2) requires some further explanation. At first, the production of a commodity simply because it is
costly seems quite wasteful. However, the unforgeably costly commodity repeatedly adds value by enabling
beneficial wealth transfers. More of the cost is recouped every time a transaction is made possible or made
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less expensive. The cost, initially a complete waste, is amortized over many transactions. The monetary value
of precious metals is based on this principle. It also applies to collectibles, which are more prized the rarer
they are and the less forgeable this rarity is. It also applies where provably skilled or unique human labor is
added to the product, as with art.

We have never discovered or made a product that does really well on all three scores. Art and collectibles (in
the sense that word is used in modern culture, rather in the technical sense it is used in this paper) optimize
(2), but not (1) or (3). Common beads satisfy (1) but not (2) or (3). Jewelry, made at first out of the most
beautiful and less common shells but eventually in many cultures out of precious metals, comes closer to
satisfying all three properties. It is no coincidence that precious metal jewelry usually came in thin forms
such as chains and rings, allowing for inexpensive assaying at randomly chosen locations. Coins were a
further improvement – substituting small standard weights and trademarks for assays greatly reduced the
costs of small transactions using precious metals. Money proper was just a further step in the evolution of
collectibles.

The kind of mobile art also made by Paleolithic man, (small figurines and the like) also matches these
characteristics well. Indeed, Paleolithic man made very few objects that were not either utilitarian, or shared
characteristics (1)-(3).

There are many puzzling instances of useless or at least unused flints with homo sapiens. We have mentioned
the unusable flints of the Clovis people. Culiffe[C94] discusses a European Mesolithic era find of hundreds of
flints, carefully crafted, but which micrograph analysis reveals were never used for cutting.

Flints were quite likely the first collectibles, preceding special-purpose collectibles like jewelry. Indeed, the
first flint collectibles would have been made for their cutting utility. Their added value as a medium of wealth
transfer was a fortuitous side effect that enabled the institutions described in this article to blossom. These
institutions, in turn, would have motivated the manufacture of special-purpose collectibles, at first flints that
need have no actual use as cutting tools, then the wide variety of other kinds of collectibles that were
developed by Homo sapiens sapiens.

Shell money from Sumer, c. 3,000 B.C.

During the Neolithic era, in many parts of the Middle East and Europe, some kinds of jewelry became more
standardized – to the point where standard sizes and assayability were often valued over beauty. In
commercial areas the quantity of this jewelry sometimes greatly exceeded that of traditional jewelry in
hoards. This is an intermediate step between jewelry and coins, when some collectibles increasingly took a
fungible form. Around 700 B.C., the Lydian kings started issuing coins, as described above. The unforgeable
costliness of standard weights of precious metals could now be "assayed" in a marketplace, by wage earners,
or by tax collectors via trademark, i.e. trust in the mint's brand, instead of chopping coiled wire at a randomly
selected spot.

It is no coincidence that the attributes of collectibles are shared with precious metals, coins, and the reserve
commodities that have backed most non-fiat currencies. Money proper implemented these properties a purer
form than the collectibles used during almost all of human prehistory.
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Silver ring and coil money from Sumer, c. 2,500 B.C. Note the standard size of cross-sections. Many of the
pieces had a standard weight, ranging from one-twelfth of a shekel to sixty shekels. To assay a ring or coil, it
could be weighed and cut at random locations. (Courtesy Oriental Institute, University of Chicago)

A novelty of the 20th century was the issue of fiat currencies by governments. ("Fiat" means not backed by
any reserve commodity, as the gold- and silver-based currencies of previous centuries were). While generally
excellent as media of exchange, fiat currencies have proven to be very poor stores of value. Inflation has
destroyed many a "nest egg". It is no coincidence that markets in rare objects and unique artwork – usually
sharing the attributes of collectibles described above – have enjoyed a renaissance during the last century.
One of our most advanced high-tech marketplaces, eBay, is centered around these objects of primordial
economic qualities. The collectibles market is larger than ever, even if the fraction of our wealth invested in
them is smaller than when they were crucial to evolutionary success. Collectibles both satisfy our instinctive
urges and remain useful in their ancient role as a secure store of value.

Conclusion

Many kinds of wealth transfers – one-way and mutual, voluntary and coerced – face transaction costs. In
voluntary trades both parties gain; a truly free gift is usually an act of kin altruism. These transactions create
value for one or both parties as much as the physical act of making something. Tribute benefits the victor and
a judgment of damages can prevent further violence as well as benefiting the victim. Inheritance made
humans the first animals to pass wealth to their next-generation kin. These heirlooms could in turn be used as
collateral or payment in trade for goods, for food to stave off starvation, or to pay a marriage bride price.
Whether the costs of making these transfers – transaction costs – are low enough to make the transfers
worthwhile is another matter. Collectibles were crucial in making these kinds of transactions possible for the
first time.

Collectibles augmented our large brains and language as solutions to the Prisoner's Dilemma that keeps
almost all animals from cooperating via delayed reciprocation with nonkin. Reputational beliefs can suffer
from two major kinds of errors – errors of about which person did what, and errors in appraising the value or
damages caused by that act. Within clans (the small and immediately local kin group, or extended family,
which formed a subset of a tribe), our large brains could minimize these errors, so that public reputation and
coercive sanctions superseded the limited motivation provided by the counterparty's ability to cooperate or
defect in the future as the main enforcer of delayed reciprocation. In both Homo sapiens neanderthalensis
and Homo sapiens sapiens, with the same large brain size, it is quite likely that every local clan member kept
track of everybody other local clan member's favors. The use of collectibles for trade within the small local
kin group may have been minimal. Between clans within a tribe both favor tracking and collectibles were
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used. Between tribes, collectibles entirely replaced reputation as the enforcer of reciprocation, although
violence still played a major role in enforcing rights as well as being a high transaction cost that prevented
most kinds of trade.

When costliness becomes forgeable – Glass trade beads, manufactured in Venice in the 16th or 17th century,
excavated from Mali, Africa. Such beads were very popular wherever European colonialists encountered
Neolithic or hunter-gatherer cultures.

To be useful as a general-purpose store of wealth and means of wealth transfer, a collectible had to be
embedded in at least one institution with a closed-loop cycle, so that the cost of discovering and/or
manufacturing the object was amortized over multiple transactions. Furthermore, a collectible was not just
any kind of beautiful decorative object. It had to have certain functional properties, such as the security of
being wearable on the person, compactness for hiding or burial, and unforgeable costliness. That costliness
must have been verifiable by the recipient of the transfer – using many of the same skills that collectors use to
appraise collectibles today.

The theories presented in this paper can be tested by looking for these characteristics (or the lack of them) in
the "valuables" often exchanged in these cultures, by examining the economic gains from the cycles through
which these valuables move, and by observing preferences for objects with these characteristics in a wide
variety of cultures (including modern ones).

With their unprecedented technology of cooperation, humans had become the most fearsome predator ever
seen on the planet. They adapted to a shifting climate, while dozens of their large herd prey were driven, by
hunting and climate change in America, Europe, and Asia, to extinction. Today, most large animals on the
planet are afraid of projectiles – an adaption to only one species of predator [R97]. Cultures based more on
gathering than hunting also greatly benefitted. A population explosion followed – Homo sapiens sapiens was
able to populate more parts of the planet and at a density over ten times that of Homo sapiens
neanderthalensis [C94], despite weaker bones and no increase in brain size. Much of this increase may be
attributed to the social institutions made possible by effective wealth transfer and language – trade, marriage,
inheritance, tribute, collateral, and the ability to assess damages to dampen cycles of vengeance.

Primitive money was not modern money as we know it. It took on some of the functions modern money now
performs, but its form was that of heirlooms, jewelry, and other collectibles. The use of these is so ancient
that the desires to explore, collect, make, display, appraise, carefully store, and trade collectibles are human
universals – to some extent instincts. This constellation of human desires might be called the collecting
instinct. Searching for the raw materials, such as shells and teeth, and manufacturing of collectibles took up a
considerable portion of many ancient humans' time, just as many modern humans expend substantial
resources on these activities as hobbies. The results for our ancient forebears were the first secure forms of
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embodied value very different from concrete utility – and the forerunner of today's money.
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GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM 
Alan Greenspan, 1967 
 
An almost hysterical antagonism toward the gold standard is one issue which unites 
statists of all persuasions. They seem to sense-perhaps more clearly and subtly than many 
consistent defenders of laissez-faire -- that gold and economic freedom are inseparable, 
that the gold standard is an instrument of laissez-faire and that each implies and requires 
the other. 
 
In order to understand the source of their antagonism, it is necessary first to understand 
the specific role of gold in a free society. 
 
Money is the common denominator of all economic transactions. It is that commodity 
which serves as a medium of exchange, is universally acceptable to all participants in an 
exchange economy as payment for their goods or services, and can, therefore, be used as 
a standard of market value and as a store of value, i.e., as a means of saving. 
 
The existence of such a commodity is a precondition of a division of labor economy. If 
men did not have some commodity of objective value which was generally acceptable as 
money, they would have to resort to primitive barter or be forced to live on self-sufficient 
farms and forgo the inestimable advantages of specialization. If men had no means to 
store value, i.e., to save, neither long-range planning nor exchange would be possible. 
 
What medium of exchange will be acceptable to all participants in an economy is not 
determined arbitrarily. First, the medium of exchange should be durable. In a primitive 
society of meager wealth, wheat might be sufficiently durable to serve as a medium, since 
all exchanges would occur only during and immediately after the harvest, leaving no 
value-surplus to store. But where store-of-value considerations are important, as they are 
in richer, more civilized societies, the medium of exchange must be a durable 
commodity, usually a metal. A metal is generally chosen because it is homogeneous and 
divisible: every unit is the same as every other and it can be blended or formed in any 
quantity. Precious jewels, for example, are neither homogeneous nor divisible. More 
important, the commodity chosen as a medium must be a luxury. Human desires for 
luxuries are unlimited and, therefore, luxury goods are always in demand and will always 
be acceptable. Wheat is a luxury in underfed civilizations, but not in a prosperous society. 
Cigarettes ordinarily would not serve as money, but they did in post-World War II 
Europe where they were considered a luxury. The term "luxury good" implies scarcity 
and high unit value. Having a high unit value, such a good is easily portable; for instance, 
an ounce of gold is worth a half-ton of pig iron. 
 
In the early stages of a developing money economy, several media of exchange might be 
used, since a wide variety of commodities would fulfill the foregoing conditions. 
However, one of the commodities will gradually displace all others, by being more 
widely acceptable. Preferences on what to hold as a store of value, will shift to the most 
widely acceptable commodity, which, in turn, will make it still more acceptable. The shift 
is progressive until that commodity becomes the sole medium of exchange. The use of a 
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single medium is highly advantageous for the same reasons that a money economy is 
superior to a barter economy: it makes exchanges possible on an incalculably wider scale. 
 
Whether the single medium is gold, silver, seashells, cattle, or tobacco is optional, 
depending on the context and development of a given economy. In fact, all have been 
employed, at various times, as media of exchange. Even in the present century, two major 
commodities, gold and silver, have been used as international media of exchange, with 
gold becoming the predominant one. Gold, having both artistic and functional uses and 
being relatively scarce, has significant advantages over all other media of exchange. 
Since the beginning of World War I, it has been virtually the sole international standard 
of exchange. If all goods and services were to be paid for in gold, large payments would 
be difficult to execute and this would tend to limit the extent of a society's divisions of 
labor and specialization. Thus a logical extension of the creation of a medium of 
exchange is the development of a banking system and credit instruments (bank notes and 
deposits) which act as a substitute for, but are convertible into, gold. 
 
    A free banking system based on gold is able to extend credit and thus to create bank 
notes (currency) and deposits, according to the production requirements of the economy. 
Individual owners of gold are induced, by payments of interest, to deposit their gold in a 
bank (against which they can draw checks). But since it is rarely the case that all 
depositors want to withdraw all their gold at the same time, the banker need keep only a 
fraction of his total deposits in gold as reserves. This enables the banker to loan out more 
than the amount of his gold deposits (which means that he holds claims to gold rather 
than gold as security of his deposits). But the amount of loans which he can afford to 
make is not arbitrary: he has to gauge it in relation to his reserves and to the status of his 
investments. 
 
When banks loan money to finance productive and profitable endeavors, the loans are 
paid off rapidly and bank credit continues to be generally available. But when the 
business ventures financed by bank credit are less profitable and slow to pay off, bankers 
soon find that their loans outstanding are excessive relative to their gold reserves, and 
they begin to curtail new lending, usually by charging higher interest rates. This tends to 
restrict the financing of new ventures and requires the existing borrowers to improve their 
profitability before they can obtain credit for further expansion. Thus, under the gold 
standard, a free banking system stands as the protector of an economy's stability and 
balanced growth. 
 
When gold is accepted as the medium of exchange by most or all nations, an unhampered 
free international gold standard serves to foster a world-wide division of labor and the 
broadest international trade. Even though the units of exchange (the dollar, the pound, the 
franc, etc.) differ from country to country, when all are defined in terms of gold the 
economies of the different countries act as one -- so long as there are no restraints on 
trade or on the movement of capital. Credit, interest rates, and prices tend to follow 
similar patterns in all countries. For example, if banks in one country extend credit too 
liberally, interest rates in that country will tend to fall, inducing depositors to shift their 
gold to higher-interest paying banks in other countries. This will immediately cause a 
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shortage of bank reserves in the "easy money" country, inducing tighter credit standards 
and a return to competitively higher interest rates again. 
 
A fully free banking system and fully consistent gold standard have not as yet been 
achieved. But prior to World War I, the banking system in the United States (and in most 
of the world) was based on gold and even though governments intervened occasionally, 
banking was more free than controlled. Periodically, as a result of overly rapid credit 
expansion, banks became loaned up to the limit of their gold reserves, interest rates rose 
sharply, new credit was cut off, and the economy went into a sharp, but short-lived 
recession. (Compared with the depressions of 1920 and 1932, the pre-World War I 
business declines were mild indeed.) It was limited gold reserves that stopped the 
unbalanced expansions of business activity, before they could develop into the post-
World Was I type of disaster. The readjustment periods were short and the economies 
quickly reestablished a sound basis to resume expansion. 
 
But the process of cure was misdiagnosed as the disease: if shortage of bank reserves was 
causing a business decline-argued economic interventionists -- why not find a way of 
supplying increased reserves to the banks so they never need be short! If banks can 
continue to loan money indefinitely -- it was claimed -- there need never be any slumps in 
business. And so the Federal Reserve System was organized in 1913. It consisted of 
twelve regional Federal Reserve banks nominally owned by private bankers, but in fact 
government sponsored, controlled, and supported. Credit extended by these banks is in 
practice (though not legally) backed by the taxing power of the federal government. 
Technically, we remained on the gold standard; individuals were still free to own gold, 
and gold continued to be used as bank reserves. But now, in addition to gold, credit 
extended by the Federal Reserve banks ("paper reserves") could serve as legal tender to 
pay depositors. 
 
When business in the United States underwent a mild contraction in 1927, the Federal 
Reserve created more paper reserves in the hope of forestalling any possible bank reserve 
shortage. More disastrous, however, was the Federal Reserve's attempt to assist Great 
Britain who had been losing gold to us because the Bank of England refused to allow 
interest rates to rise when market forces dictated (it was politically unpalatable). The 
reasoning of the authorities involved was as follows: if the Federal Reserve pumped 
excessive paper reserves into American banks, interest rates in the United States would 
fall to a level comparable with those in Great Britain; this would act to stop Britain's gold 
loss and avoid the political embarrassment of having to raise interest rates. 
 
The "Fed" succeeded; it stopped the gold loss, but it nearly destroyed the economies of 
the world in the process. The excess credit which the Fed pumped into the economy 
spilled over into the stock market -- triggering a fantastic speculative boom. Belatedly, 
Federal Reserve officials attempted to sop up the excess reserves and finally succeeded in 
braking the boom. But it was too late: by 1929 the speculative imbalances had become so 
overwhelming that the attempt precipitated a sharp retrenching and a consequent 
demoralizing of business confidence. As a result, the American economy collapsed. Great 
Britain fared even worse, and rather than absorb the full consequences of her previous 
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folly, she abandoned the gold standard completely in 1931, tearing asunder what 
remained of the fabric of confidence and inducing a world-wide series of bank failures. 
The world economies plunged into the Great Depression of the 1930's. 
 
With a logic reminiscent of a generation earlier, statists argued that the gold standard was 
largely to blame for the credit debacle which led to the Great Depression. If the gold 
standard had not existed, they argued, Britain's abandonment of gold payments in 1931 
would not have caused the failure of banks all over the world. (The irony was that since 
1913, we had been, not on a gold standard, but on what may be termed "a mixed gold 
standard"; yet it is gold that took the blame.) But the opposition to the gold standard in 
any form -- from a growing number of welfare-state advocates -- was prompted by a 
much subtler insight: the realization that the gold standard is incompatible with chronic 
deficit spending (the hallmark of the welfare state). Stripped of its academic jargon, the 
welfare state is nothing more than a mechanism by which governments confiscate the 
wealth of the productive members of a society to support a wide variety of welfare 
schemes. A substantial part of the confiscation is effected by taxation. But the welfare 
statists were quick to recognize that if they wished to retain political power, the amount 
of taxation had to be limited and they had to resort to programs of massive deficit 
spending, i.e., they had to borrow money, by issuing government bonds, to finance 
welfare expenditures on a large scale. 
 
Under a gold standard, the amount of credit that an economy can support is determined 
by the economy's tangible assets, since every credit instrument is ultimately a claim on 
some tangible asset. But government bonds are not backed by tangible wealth, only by 
the government's promise to pay out of future tax revenues, and cannot easily be 
absorbed by the financial markets. A large volume of new government bonds can be sold 
to the public only at progressively higher interest rates. Thus, government deficit 
spending under a gold standard is severely limited. The abandonment of the gold standard 
made it possible for the welfare statists to use the banking system as a means to an 
unlimited expansion of credit. They have created paper reserves in the form of 
government bonds which -- through a complex series of steps -- the banks accept in place 
of tangible assets and treat as if they were an actual deposit, i.e., as the equivalent of what 
was formerly a deposit of gold. The holder of a government bond or of a bank deposit 
created by paper reserves believes that he has a valid claim on a real asset. But the fact is 
that there are now more claims outstanding than real assets. The law of supply and 
demand is not to be conned. As the supply of money (of claims) increases relative to the 
supply of tangible assets in the economy, prices must eventually rise. Thus the earnings 
saved by the productive members of the society lose value in terms of goods. When the 
economy's books are finally balanced, one finds that this loss in value represents the 
goods purchased by the government for welfare or other purposes with the money 
proceeds of the government bonds financed by bank credit expansion. 
 
In the absence of the gold standard, there is no way to protect savings from confiscation 
through inflation. There is no safe store of value. If there were, the government would 
have to make its holding illegal, as was done in the case of gold. If everyone decided, for 
example, to convert all his bank deposits to silver or copper or any other good, and 
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thereafter declined to accept checks as payment for goods, bank deposits would lose their 
purchasing power and government-created bank credit would be worthless as a claim on 
goods. The financial policy of the welfare state requires that there be no way for the 
owners of wealth to protect themselves. 
 
This is the shabby secret of the welfare statists' tirades against gold. Deficit spending is 
simply a scheme for the confiscation of wealth. Gold stands in the way of this insidious 
process. It stands as a protector of property rights. If one grasps this, one has no difficulty 
in understanding the statists' antagonism toward the gold standard. 
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The "Costs" of a Gold Standard

Roger W. Garrison

I. Introduction 
The term "gold standard," whether used in an historical or
a theoretical context, can mean many different things.
And for each meaning of this term, a reference to the
"costs" of a gold standard will not be unambiguous. Yet it
is commonly believed, by economists and laypersons
alike, that cost considerations eliminate gold as a viable
medium of exchange in modern-day economies.

        The purpose of this paper is to examine the arguments against the gold standard
which are based on considerations of costs. Section II identifies the benefits of a gold
standard in order to put the discussion of costs into proper perspective. Section III
compares two conflicting views of the gold standard and of the resources devoted to
maintaining it. Section IV deals with actual estimates of the resource costs of gold.
Sections V and VI employ the more broadly conceived concept of "opportunity costs"
to argue the irrelevance of "resource costs" to the comparison of alternative monetary
institutions. Section VII calls into question the assumed equivalence of monetary
stability and price-level stability. This assumption, which underlies many of the cost
estimates, has clouded some fundamental issues in ways that have prejudiced both
monetary theorists and policymakers against the gold standard. Section VIII provides a
summary assessment. 

II. The Gold Standard: Costs and Benefits
Any discussion of the costs of a gold standard and of the controversy that surrounds
this issue is, by its very nature, a one-sided discussion. The comparison of alternative
standards on the basis of costs will not be meaningful unless the corresponding
benefits are brought into view. Spelling out the particular type of gold standard being
discussed and identifying its benefits�in comparison to a paper standard�puts the
cost comparisons into proper perspective and goes a long way toward justifying the
costs.
        The term "gold standard" in the present paper is used to denote the outcome of a
market process. Using the term in this way serves to consolidate at least three
propositions�based on both economic theory and historical insight�about the nature
of markets and about the nature of money. (1) Left to its own devices, a market
economy will give rise to medium of exchange.(1) (2) The commodity that emerges as
the medium of exchange will be one that possesses a certain set of characteristics.(2)

(3) This set of characteristics has its clearest and most pronounced manifestation in
gold.(3) So conceived, the gold standard�at least in its purest form�neither requires
nor permits the State to exercise control over the money supply. And as argued below,
the absence of centralized, discretionary monetary control constitutes the primary
benefit of the gold standard.
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        The perception by the layperson that the costs of a gold standard are "too high" is
not difficult to understand. Under a gold standard suppliers of goods or of labor
services exchange their supplies for gold (or for bank notes redeemable in gold) not
because the gold standard is seen as having great merit, but because gold is the
customarily accepted medium of exchange. To each market participant gold per se has
no particular benefits, although the custom of accepting some specific thing does.
When consciously pondering the nature of money, the layperson is likely to see the
custom in a different context and to see the value that others attach to gold�or that
"the market" attaches to gold�as "irrational," as being based on superstition or
mythology. Gold in the layperson's view is a "barbarous relic" (to use Maynard
Keynes's phrase). Yet individuals in modern economies continue to devote resources to
securing this shiny yellow metal. Could not some other custom have the same benefits
without having such high costs?
        Market-oriented economists adopt a third view of the gold standard�one that
differs from the views of both the market participant and the layperson pondering the
gold question. The economists see the difficulties�and costs�of replacing an evolved
custom with a designed system. The differences among such economists stem from the
differing estimates of the nature and magnitude of these difficulties.
        Economists who oppose the gold standard may recognize what has to be achieved
in order to make a centrally controlled paper standard superior to a decentralized gold
standard. Milton Friedman poses the key question: "[H]ow ... can we establish a
monetary system that is stable, free from irresponsible tinkering, and incapable of
being used as a source of power to threaten economic and political freedom?"(4) How,
in other words, can we design a system that we cannot tinker with? While Friedman
goes on to suggest how such a system might be designed, economists who support the
gold standard argue that this objective is self-contradictory and operationally
impossible. Any monetary institution that is designed and implemented by a central
authority can be abused by that central authority.
        The proponents of gold are not suggesting that irresponsible tinkering is
inevitable�whatever the nature of the monetary system; they are instead making the
sharp distinction between a designed institution and an evolved institution. A monetary
institution that has been consciously designed is much more subject to tinkering than
one that simply emerged as a consequence of market processes. F. A. Hayek points to
the positivist slogan that "what man has made he can also alter to suit his desires."(5)

The positivists were correct so long as they were referring to consciously and
deliberately designed institutions such as a paper standard. Of course, it is government
officials (not "man") who design the paper standard, and it is government officials who
can (and do) tinker with it. Hayek goes on to point out the limits of the positivists'
view. The slogan is a "...complete non-sequitur if `made' is understood to include what
has arisen from man's actions without his design."(6)

        A gold standard�one that has emerged as a consequence of market
processes�cannot easily be altered to suit the State's purposes. It would be an
overstatement (and a matter of historical inaccuracy) to claim that the State cannot
even in the long run interfere with the operation of the gold standard. What is true
(both theoretically and historically) is that the State can supplant a spontaneously
evolved monetary system with a centrally controlled system only after a prolonged
struggle in which it must slowly and gradually overcome (through propaganda and the
use of coercion) the market's reluctance to abandoned gold. It is the gold standard's
substantial immunity from State manipulation and tinkering, and not the associated
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superstition and mythology, that recommends gold as a monetary standard. In the
words of Ludwig von Mises, "the advantage of the gold standard ... is due solely to the
fact that, if once generally adopted in a definite form, and adhered to, it is no longer
subject to specific political interference."(7) In the judgment of the proponents of the
gold standard, the benefits of gold, immunity from State intervention and the resulting
monetary stability, outweigh the resource costs of gold�and any other costs that might
be associated with the gold standard�by a comfortable margin. 

III. The Resources Devoted to Gold: Too Few and Too Many
Discussions of the gold standard typically gravitate toward a consideration of the
amount of resources used up in the maintenance of it. Well recognized market
processes will devote a certain amount of resources to the gold-mining industry,
sometimes more resources, sometimes fewer, depending upon market conditions in the
rest of the economy. Changing market conditions have both price effects and quantity
effects that come into play. Consider, for instance, an increase in the demand for
money brought about by a desire on the part of market participants for greater
liquidity. This demand shift puts downward pressure on prices. Because the actual
adjustment in prices is not immediate, the increased monetary demand will have a
temporary effect on quantities as well. Excess supplies of goods and of
resources�both labor and capital�will develop. In general, the more rapidly the
prices adjust, the less pronounced the temporary adjustment in quantities, and
conversely, the more slowly they adjust, the more pronounced the adjustment in
quantities.
        The adjustment process is facilitated in part by changing market conditions in the
gold-mining industry and in supporting industries. In these markets, movements in
prices and quantities are opposite in direction to the movements in markets for goods
that exchange against money. Downward movements of prices in general mean an
increased value of the monetary commodity; excess supplies of labor and capital mean
an increased availability of resources for mining gold. Both the price and the quantity
effects stimulate the production of the monetary commodity and in the process relieve
the pressure that gave rise to the stimulation. The final result is that the increased
demand for money is accommodated in part by an actual decline in prices and in part
by an increased quantity of the monetary commodity. The relative size of the two
accommodating factors depends upon the supply conditions in the gold-mining
industry.
        Much of the dissatisfaction with the gold standard stems from dissatisfactions
with the quantity of resources devoted to the extraction and processing of gold.
Paradoxically, some opponents of gold believe that too few resources are involved for
the gold standard to be viable, while other opponents believe that too many resources
are devoted to the mining of gold. Not surprisingly, these opposing opponents of gold
are reasoning in markedly different ways.
        The first line of reasoning is based on the assumption that prices are extremely
"sticky," and hence that all adjustments to changing market conditions are quantity
adjustments. An increased demand for money means a decreased demand for goods.
Since the goods cannot all be sold at existing prices, surpluses pile up, production is
curtailed, and workers become unemployed. An economy-wide depression sets in. The
only excess demand in the economy is for the monetary commodity. But because of
the nature of gold�its relative scarcity�the gold-mining industry can absorb only a
small fraction of the unemployment. The demand for money cannot be fully met at the
existing level of prices. If the gold-mining industry absorbed the same amount of
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resources that were unemployed as a result of the increase in the demand for money,
then the gold standard would perform admirably in this view and would constitute an
automatic countercyclical device. Employment could shift from goods to gold or from
gold to goods, but the level of employment would remain unchanged. Unfortunately,
the gold-mining industry does not employ enough labor and capital resources to
provide for such economic stability.(8) This line of reasoning has even caused one
monetary reformer to advocate the abandonment of gold and the adoption of the
common clay brick as a monetary standard.(9)

        The other line of reasoning considers the alternative of a centrally directed system
of paper money that can mimic the countercyclical effects of a clay-brick standard but
without devoting any resources at all to the production of clay bricks or to the mining
of gold. Each increase in the demand for money could be met with a costlessly
produced increase in the quantity of money supplied. An economy whose transactions
are facilitated by such a managed paper money would never experience an economy-
wide downward pressure on prices that could result in resource idleness. Thus, the
economy could devote all its resources to the production of real (non-monetary)
output. With this possibility in mind the allocation of any of the economy's resources
to the production of gold is seen as wasteful, and as constituting too many
resources.(10)

        Proponents of the gold standard should not feel called upon to argue in the
context of either of these two lines of reasoning that the quantity of resources actually
devoted to gold is just enough but not too much. Practically any quantity would at the
same time be too little and too much�depending upon the opponent's particular point
of view. Both viewpoints, however, can be called into question by an examination of
the meaning and relevance of key concepts used by each. Particularly critical to the
issue of the gold standard are the concepts of costs, resource costs, price stability, and
monetary stability. These and related concepts provide a focus for the remainder of the
present paper. 

IV. The Costs of Gold and the Costs of a Constant Price Level
Estimates of the resource costs of gold depend critically upon the assumed rate of
extraction. The actual rate of extraction, as indicated above, would be determined by
market conditions. In an expanding economy with given supply conditions for gold, an
increasing demand for money would cause additional resources to be committed to
gold-mining operations. If competitive forces in the banking industry have given rise
to the circulation of redeemable bank notes, the actual shift in the demand for gold
caused by the expansion would be significantly reduced. The additional quantity of
resources committed to gold would depend upon the elasticity of supply and the
magnitude of the demand shift. Gold's relative inelasticity of supply would ensure that
the dominant effects of the increase in the demand for gold, whatever its magnitude,
would be a price effect rather than a quantity effect. That is, the value of gold would
rise, or conversely, the prices of other goods would fall with respect to gold. There
would be some increase in the quantity of gold supplied, but due to the price effect,
this increase would be small in comparison to the increase in demand. The resource
costs of extracting the additional gold would be correspondingly small.
        Unfortunately, the most commonly cited estimates of the resource costs are based
on the assumptions that there is no circulation of bank notes and that there is no price
effect at all. Further, the supply of gold is assumed to be perfectly elastic.(11) Increases
in the demand for money, under these assumptions, are met in full with increases in the
quantity of gold supplied. The rate of gold extraction, in other words, is assumed to be
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sufficiently large to offset totally the downward movement of prices that would
otherwise be necessary in an expanding economy. The fact that the supply of gold is
actually inelastic is simply brushed aside. The resulting estimate of the resource costs,
then, is not an estimate of the costs of a gold standard at all but rather an estimate of
the costs of maintaining a constant price level by adopting an elastically supplied
commodity money.
        Not surprisingly, actual estimates that are based on these assumptions show that
the costs of a commodity money are quite high. Neglecting changes in the velocity of
money, Friedman calculated that for the first half of the twentieth century, the resource
costs of a pure gold standard would have amounted to about one-and-one-half percent
of national income, or about one half of the annual growth rate of output. (Velocity
considerations would increase these figures to two percent of national income and two-
thirds of the annual growth rate.)(12) These particular estimates are three decades out
of date, but the estimating procedure is in current use. Allan Meltzer cites the
Friedman estimate and then updates the figures to reflect the current ratio of money to
income. The new calculations indicate that the costs are down from fifty percent of the
annual growth rate to something like sixteen percent. But the cost of a gold standard in
Meltzer's own judgment "remains high."(13)

        The estimating procedure adopted by Friedman and more recently by Meltzer is
flawed on both positive and normative grounds. The positive analysis makes use of the
classical long-run perspective in which all supply curves are perfectly elastic.
Friedman notes explicitly that his cost estimate is independent of which commodity is
used as the monetary standard.(14) Perfect supply elasticity is a particularly
inappropriate assumption when the gold standard is at issue. The supply of gold is
inelastic in the short run because of the increasing marginal costs of extraction and
inelastic in the long run because of the natural scarcity of this particular element.
Friedman's and Meltzer's calculations fail to take into account these particular supply
considerations which help to qualify gold as a monetary commodity. Indeed, they fail
to make any distinction whatsoever between gold and all other commodities.
        The normative judgment upon which their cost calculations are based is the
judgment that the maintenance of a constant price level over time is an undisputed
desideratum and the appropriate basis for evaluating alternative monetary
arrangements. The significance of a constant price level in this regard is the focus of
the penultimate section of the present paper. The following two sections distinguish
between two different cost concepts and question the use of resource costs as a criteria
for choosing among alternative monetary institutions. 

V. Costs, Resource Costs, and the Gold Standard
It was demonstrated above that commonly cited estimates of the resource costs of gold
are based on untenable assumptions about the supply conditions in the gold-mining
industry and about the desired behavior of the price level. The present section is
concerned with the relevance of any estimate of resource costs to the comparison of
gold and paper standards. It is argued that the resource costs are doubly irrelevant in
assessing the relative merits�and the relative costs�of the two alternative standards.
The critical issues are likely to be overlooked if there is a failure to distinguish
between (1) the resource costs of gold and (2) the costs of a gold standard. The two
cost concepts are totally dissimilar despite the similarity in the verbiage. This section
deals with the costs of the gold standard and of paper standards over and above the
narrowly conceived resource costs; the following section puts the resource costs of
gold into proper perspective.
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        So-called resource costs are an inadequate proxy for total costs or opportunity
costs�unless the former term is defined in such a way as to make it synonymous with
the latter two, in which case the modifier "resource" becomes redundant and
misleading. The inadequacy is especially pronounced when the issue is the relative
costs of alternative institutional arrangements.(15) A penal system that segregated
convicted criminals from the rest of society may involve more "resource costs" than
one that only slapped the criminals' wrists and turned them back into society. But it
would be difficult to argue that the total costs, which would have to take into account
the subsequent crimes perpetrated by convicted criminals, are greater for the former
institutional arrangement than for the latter.
        There is a similar difficulty in the argument that a gold standard costs more than a
paper standard. Comparing the resource costs of gold to the resource costs of paper
does not settle the issue. The true costs of the paper standard would have to take into
account (1) the costs imposed on society by different political factions in their attempts
to gain control of the printing press, (2) the costs imposed by special-interest groups in
their attempts to persuade the controller of the printing press to misuse its authority
(print more money) for the benefit of the special interests, (3) the costs in the form of
inflation-induced misallocations of resources that occur throughout the economy as a
result of the monetary authority succumbing to the political pressures of the special
interests, and (4) the costs incurred by businessmen in their attempts to predict what
the monetary authority will do in the future and to hedge against likely, but uncertain,
consequences of monetary irresponsibility. With these considerations in mind, it is not
difficult to believe that a gold standard costs less than a paper standard. The judgment
that a gold standard is the less costly reflects the wisdom in a simile attributed to Alan
Greenspan: Allowing the State to create paper money is like putting a penny in the
fuse box. The resource costs of the penny may be lower than the resource costs of the
fuse, but the total costs, which take into account the likelihood of a destructive fire, are
undoubtedly higher.
        Some proponents of a paper standard base their counter arguments on their
perception of the costs of a gold standard over and above the narrowly defined
resource costs. But it is difficult to produce a laundry list of costs that will rival the list
that was easily produced for the paper standard. The one cost most commonly cited
stems from the fact that the supply of gold is not perfectly elastic, that gold production
chronically falls short of real economic growth.(16) This circumstance requires that the
price level be continually adjusted downward as the ratio of money to real output
steadily declines. And the market process by which individual prices become so
adjusted can be time-consuming and costly. Monetary disequilibrium, in effect, gets
translated into disequilibrium in all markets throughout the economy.(17) Until
equilibrium is eventually restored, the disequilibrium prices will result in the
misdirection of some resources and the idleness of others. Under a paper standard, the
monetary authority can eliminate the need to continually adjust prices by continually
increasing the money supply to keep pace with the economy's real growth.
        At one level of abstraction, the opponents of the gold standard have an appealing,
if not compelling, argument. But when the analysis penetrates beneath the issue of the
changing price levels associated with the gold and paper standards, the argument all
but disappears. At least three considerations are relevant here.(18) First, individual
prices in a market economy are changing all the time in response to changing market
conditions. Some prices are increasing, some decreasing. If the supply of gold is not
increasing as fast a real output, the pattern of individual price changes will be altered.
Prices that are increasing will not increase quite so much; prices that are falling will
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have to fall a little further. Some prices that would have had to be increased a little will
not have to be increased at all; some which would have remained unchanged will have
to be slightly decreased. As a result of the altered pattern of price changes, the price
level, the weighted average of all prices, will be lower. It is misleading, though, to
associate the cost of price changes with a changing price level. Prices would have had
to be changed in any event�though in a slightly different pattern.
        Second, even if we allow ourselves to abstract from individual price changes and
think in terms of price levels, an elastically supplied currency will not eliminate the
need for costly price adjustments. Consider, for instance, a growing economy in which
the real rate of interest is declining. Which price level should the monetary authority
keep constant: the consumer price level, the factor price level, or the general price
level (which includes prices of both consumer goods and factors of production)? If the
consumer price level is kept constant, then factor prices will have to be continually
adjusted upward as the rate of interest falls; if the factor price level is kept constant,
then the prices of consumer goods will have to be continually adjusted downward; if
the general price level is kept constant, then the prices of both factors of production
and consumer goods will have to be continually adjusted so as to reflect the declining
interest rate. There is no price level whose constancy will eliminate the necessity for
economy-wide adjustments in individual prices.
        Third, the alleged price-adjustment costs of a gold standard are identified by
comparing the gold standard as it actually operates with a paper standard as it ideally
operates. Such comparisons never provide a sound basis for choosing between
alternative institutional arrangements. The comparison assumes away all the relevant
costs of a paper standard. If paper standards were administered by angelic monetary
authorities whose sole objective was to minimize money-induced disequilibrium, the
choice between a gold standard and a paper standard would be much less
consequential than it actually is. But actual paper standards have price-adjustment
costs too. And as history teaches, the magnitude and costliness of upward price
adjustments under a paper standard dwarf the magnitude and costliness of downward
price adjustments under a gold standard.(19)

VI. The Unavoidable Resource Costs of Money
In the preceding section the contention was made that the resource costs are doubly
irrelevant to the issue of alternative monetary standards. Total costs, which are poorly
proxied by resource costs, are the appropriate bases for comparison. This section
establishes the double irrelevancy by showing that while resource costs are only a
fraction of total costs, they constitute a part of total costs that the economy incurs
whether on a gold standard or a paper standard. That is, the resource costs of gold
constitute a part of the costs of both standards, but all of the costs of neither standard.
These costs, then, cannot be costs that influence the choice between the two monetary
standards.
        The effectiveness of the resource-cost argument against the gold standard rests on
the popular perception that the activities of mining gold, refining it, casting it into bars
or minting it into coins, storing it, and guarding it are collectively wasteful activities
and the implicit assumption that if the gold standard were supplanted by a paper
standard, these activities would cease. But making the implicit assumption explicit is
enough to demonstrate its falsity. The imposition of a paper standard does not cause
gold to lose its monetary value. To believe otherwise is to hold the naive view that the
State can repeal the laws of economics. Gold continues to be mined, refined, cast or
minted, stored, and guarded; the resource costs continue to be incurred. In fact, a paper
standard administered by an irresponsible monetary authority may drive the monetary
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value of gold so high that more resource costs are incurred under the paper standard
than would have been incurred under a gold standard. Market processes operating
since antiquity have identified gold as the premier monetary commodity, and until the
market's adoption of an alternative standard causes the value of gold to fall to a level
that reflects only the non-monetary uses of gold, these resource costs cannot be
avoided.
        There is a certain asymmetry in the cost comparison that turns the resource-cost
argument against paper standards. When an irresponsible monetary authority begins to
overissue paper money, market participants begin to hoard gold, which stimulates the
gold-mining industry and drives up the resource costs. But when new discoveries of
gold are made, market participants do not begin to hoard paper or to set up printing
presses for the issue of unbacked currency. Gold is a good substitute for an officially
instituted paper money, but paper is not a good substitute for an officially recognized
metallic money. Because of this asymmetry, the resource costs incurred by the State in
its efforts to impose a paper standard on the economy and manage the supply of paper
money could be avoided if the State would simply recognize gold as money. These
costs, then, can be counted against the paper standard.
        As suggested earlier, resource-cost comparisons that favor paper over gold are
comparisons between real-world gold standards and fictitious paper standards.(20)

Typically, the alternatives considered are strictly noncormformable: They consist of a
market process that gives rise to the use of gold as the medium of exchange and an
outcome that no known process can bring about. Wouldn't the world be a better place
to live if there were no monetary value attached to gold (or to silver, copper...) and if
the monetary authority were constitutionally bound to increase the issue of paper
money at a relatively slow, fixed, and foreknown rate? Wouldn't the world be an even
better place to live if there were some other monetary commodity, a commodity which
was relatively scarce, which could not be extracted by any known mining technique,
but which was costlessly coughed up by nature at a slow and steady rate in locations
that were experiencing economic growth? These worlds can be imagined to look just
like the one that we actually live in�minus the resource costs of gold. Such
imaginations may provide the basis for bad science fiction, but they are no basis at all
for devising monetary theories or for choosing among alternative institutional
arrangements. 

VII. A Constant Price Level vs. Monetary Stability
The assumption of a constant price level has a history that is both long and wide. Over
the years theorists representing diverse schools of thought have invoked this
assumption in their effort to abstract from monetary influences on the course of
economic activity, and have adopted as a self-evident truth the notion that a constant
price level is the hallmark of monetary stability. The significance of a constant price
level for both theory and policy has been taken to be so obvious and self-evident that
the literature is virtually devoid of attempts to defend these common practices. Yet a
sampling of the many writers who do not question this assumption�and of the few
who do�exposes the assumption as the Achilles' heel of the popular stance against the
gold standard and of many other theoretical pronouncements and policy prescriptions.
        Hayek noted in the early 1930s that an unaccountable preeminence of the
constant price level characterized the writings of such monetary notables as Gustav
Cassel and A. C. Pigou.(21) That a country should regulate its currency so as to achieve
a constant price level appeared to Cassel as the "simplest assumption." If a country's
currency were so regulated, money would exert no influence of its own, according to
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Pigou. The idea that an equality between economic growth and monetary growth is
"natural" and that money whose growth rate satisfies this equality is "neutral" had
become commonplace by the end of the twenties. The general acceptance of this idea
eliminated the need for a theoretical justification.
        The assumed relevance and desirability of a constant price level are incorporated
in later decades in the writings of American economists. In the early 1950s Clark
Warburton included in his list of assumptions that underlie monetary theory the need
for monetary growth to accommodate real economic growth. "[A]s a result of
[population growth, technological developments, and increasing labor productivity]
and of the stability of customs (such as the periodicity of income payments) which
affect the rate of circulation of money, the economy needs for equilibrium a
continuous increase in the quantity of money."(22) Following suit, Friedman assumed
"for convenience" that a stable price level of final products is the objective of
policy.(23) (It is both revealing and disquieting to note that Friedman's estimate of the
resource costs of a gold standard discussed in Section IV above depends critically
upon an assumption that was made for the sake of convenience.)
        In the late sixties Friedman reaffirmed that he "simply took it for granted, in line
with a long tradition and near-consensus in the profession, that a stable level of prices
of final products was a desirable objective."(24) The purpose of the article that contains
this statement was to replace the assumed optimum of a constant price level with a
theoretically derived optimum. After identifying costs and benefits of a changing price
level, Friedman, following standard microeconomic procedures, set the marginal costs
equal to the marginal benefits and solved for the optimal, or welfare-maximizing, rate
of change in the price level. It turned out that with an assumed rate of economic
growth of three or four percent per year, a decline of prices of four or five percent per
year would maximize economic welfare.(25) At this rate of price deflation, the
marginal gains associated with the deflation-induced increase in real-cash holdings
would just be offset by the nearly negligible marginal costs of increasing the supply of
money. (These results apply to an economy using fiat currency. If gold were used
instead, the marginal costs of extraction would cause the optimal rate of price deflation
to be somewhat higher.)
        From the outset Friedman failed fully to persuade even himself of the merits of
his theoretically derived optimum. He ended the article with "A Final Schizophrenic
Note" in which he teetered between endorsing a monetary rule which would optimize
welfare as suggested by his theory and endorsing a monetary rule which would
maintain a constant price level. In retrospect Friedman's calculations can be seen as a
curious and contrived exercise in the application of marginalism. But today his
arguments ring hollow. The unquestioned assumption of the desirability of a constant
price level has regained its former status in discussions of monetary policy.
        Economists of the Austrian school have always held the minority view that stable
money and a constant price level are two different things.(26) At root their case is a
very simple one. It requires only the most cursory consideration of what goes on
behind the aggregates and the averages of the more orthodox monetary theory. It is
true that productivity gains increase the level of output and thereby exert downward
pressure on the level of prices. An offsetting increase in the total quantity of money
can exert upward pressure and thereby preserve a constant price level. But productivity
gains are themselves not neutral with respect to the composition of output. Economic
growth does not consist in an across-the-board increase in the quantity of goods
produced. It consists instead of increases in the quantities of some goods and decreases
in the quantities of other goods, improvements in the quality of some goods, and the
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introduction of new goods. Growth-induced changes in the pattern of output are
accompanied by corresponding changes in the pattern of prices. The fact that the price
level calculated on the basis of the new pattern is lower than the price level calculated
on the basis of the old pattern is strictly incidental. To the extent that each individual
change in the pattern of prices can be attributed to non-monetary factors, the issue of
monetary non-neutrality does not arise despite the fall in the price level.(27)

        The Austrians go on to point out that if an increase in the supply of money is
brought about so that the economic growth can be "accommodated," the effects of the
monetary injection on prices will be compounding rather than counteracting.
Economic growth coupled with monetary growth may allow for a constant price level,
but the pattern of prices will be affected in one way by the economic growth and in
some other way by the monetary growth. Although it can be imagined that the increase
in the supply of money affects only the price level, this lone effect cannot, because of
the very nature of money, be actualized. Actual monetary injections, whether in the
presence or the absence of economic growth, are always non-neutral.(28) They always
have their own relative-price effects which, in turn, have effects on the pattern of
output. A constant price level, then, is neither an appropriate assumption for devising
monetary theories nor the most appropriate goal of monetary policies.
        In current debate the goal of a constant price level enjoys a certain popularity for
two reasons. Both have at least some merit, but neither constitutes a telling case
against the gold standard. The first reason has to do with political feasibility. Some
may argue that the prospects of persuading the central bank to adopt a constant price
level as its goal are better than the prospects of persuading it to surrender totally to the
dictates of a commodity money. The adoption of such a goal would at least be a step in
the right direction, and it would not preclude a further step to a commodity standard if
such a step were to prove desirable and feasible. But those who now favor the gold
standard do not expect that the central bank will adopt a goal of a constant price level.
In fact, they believe that the central bank's unwillingness to do so�or otherwise to
behave responsibly�goes a long way towards proving the desirability of a commodity
standard. And they believe that the question of which sort of monetary institution is
the most desirable should be kept separate from the question of the political feasibility
of bringing about the needed institutional change.(29)

        The second reason for the popularity of this goal derives from money's role as a
unit of value and its relationship in this regard to other units such as units of length and
units of weight.(30) The analogy between the need for invariant units of length and
weight and the need for an invariant unit of value is appealing. Carpenters would not
fare well in their trade if they had to use measuring devices that expand and shrink on
their own; truck drivers would experience an increased dread of weigh stations if they
had to wonder how heavy a pound is today. The images conjured up by examples of
this sort drive the point home. To be serviceable, units of length, weight and value
must be invariant over time. The analogy is persuasive and may be just the right
medicine for those who advocate inflation or who advocate artificially cheap credit
even if the ultimate result is inflation.
        But for the advocates of sound money, there is more to be learned from the sense
in which the analogy does not hold than the sense in which it does. Invariance can be
achieved for units of length and weight but not for units of value. Modern attempts to
discover or create an invariant unit of value (in the form of multiple-commodity
standards, indexation schemes, and the like) represent a throwback to the old pre-
marginalist, pre-subjectivist classical economics. They require that we unlearn the
lessons implicit in Ricardo's fruitless search.(31)
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        This point can be driven home with an analogy of a different sort. (It takes an
analogy to beat an analogy.) A monetary commodity is more like a reference
commodity, a base point, or bench mark, than like a measuring unit. An immutable
reference value for gauging all other values has as its physical analog an immutable
reference point in the cosmos. Some might argue that the Earth cannot serve as such a
reference point, because the Earth is revolving around the Sun, which is revolving
around the center of the Milky Way Galaxy, which is moving through the Universe.
An immutable reference point has to be independent of all these movements. Different
schemes for locating such a point, which take into account all the relative locations of
all the heavenly bodies, might be proposed. But reflection will reveal that the
immutable reference point is as useless as it is elusive. The most relevant reference
point is the point where cosmic developments have put us. And so it is with the
reference value. The most relevant reference commodity is the monetary commodity
that market processes have given us. Once gold emerged as the world's monetary
commodity, it became irrelevant that certain prices or prices in general may be
"unstable" with respect to some other reference value or some index of values. If
undisturbed by political schemes, gold should be regarded as a stable money until the
market process itself, for whatever reasons, begins to favor some other commodity as a
value reference.(32)

        The different opponents of the gold standard have radically different reasons for
wanting to reject gold as money. Some want to harness the monetary forces and put the
reigns in the hands of government; others want to nullify the monetary forces that are
inherent in any commodity standard. The former like to think of monetary stability as
those monetary arrangements that result in full employment; the latter like to think of
monetary stability as those monetary arrangements that result in a constant price level.
Proponents of the gold standard hold that neither full employment nor a constant price
level is an appropriate goal of government policy. Nor is either of these goals
consistent with monetary stability. And achieving the goal of stable money, which may
well result in both a fuller employment and a more nearly constant price level than
would otherwise be possible, requires only that the government refrain from
interfering with the commodity money chosen by the market. 

VIII. Concluding Remarks
Opponents of the gold standard calculate the costs of gold in dollars and cents and
report their calculations as a percentage of the economy's output. The intended
interpretation is clear: But for the costs of gold, the economy would have had an
output that much greater. Proponents of the gold standard would be ill-advised to
respond with a cost figure of their own. If the true costs of a gold standard could be
calculated at all, it would have to take into account the monetary instability associated
with alternative standards and the consequent loss of output. But incorporating these
considerations would undoubtedly cause the cost figures to turn negative. The gold
standard has net benefits, not net costs. An appreciation for these benefits, but not a
precise quantitative estimate, can best be gained by comparisons of historical episodes
which are illustrative of economic performance under a gold standard and economic
performance under a paper standard. The superiority of the former in comparison to
the latter constitutes the net benefits of the gold standard.(33)

        Ultimately, the cost of any action, commodity, or institution is the alternative
action, commodity, or institution forgone. The opportunity cost is the only cost that
counts. The cost of one institution is forgoing some other institution; the cost of the
gold standard is forgoing a paper standard; the cost of sound money is forgoing
unsound money.
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* I would like to acknowledge the helpful comments and criticisms offered by Don Bellante, Don
Boudreaux, and Leland B. Yeager of Auburn University and Gerald P. O'Driscoll, Jr. of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Dallas.
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fter several decades of relatively low rates of inflation, it is easy to

think that we will continue to see little change in prices. But the seeds

of inflation have been planted. 
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Purchases of financial assets, primarily Treasury securities, are the primary

tool the Fed uses to control the money supply. When the Fed purchases

Treasury securities, it provides the federal government with spendable funds.

When these funds are spent, the money supply increases. Essentially, money is

created out of nothing.

Since 2008, the Fed has expanded these purchases far more rapidly than in the

past. Fed holdings of financial assets quadrupled during 2008-2019, expanding

from $900 billion to $4.1 trillion. During the past 12 months, these purchases

have surged another 80 percent, soaring to $7.47 trillion In February 2021. 

Until now, however, the inflation rate has remained relatively low. Two

factors have combined to keep inflation in check. Starting in October 2008, the

Fed began paying banks interest on their deposits held with the Fed. These

interest payments encourage banks to hold larger Fed deposits, rather than

undertake investments and extend loans. During 2008-2019, the Fed used

these interest payments to induce banks to hold a larger share of their assets as

reserves, dampening the money growth and inflationary effects of the Fed’s

huge expanded purchases of financial assets. 

In addition, worldwide interest rates declined to historic low levels during the

decade following the Great Recession. A variety of factors caused this. One

that has been largely ignored was a dramatic demographic shift in high-

income countries, as the number of people in the lending phase of life (roughly

age 50 to 75) increased relative to those in the borrowing phase (under age 50).

The resulting low and declining interest rates reduced the opportunity cost of

holding money, causing the velocity or turnover rate of money to plummet.

As the result of this combination of factors, the Fed’s huge increase in

purchases of financial assets and money creation has, to this point, exerted

only a minimal impact on inflation.

However, this favorable scenario is about to reverse course. Three major

factors underlie the reversal.
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First, the Fed’s current money creation dwarfs those of recent decades.

Propelled by the $3.6 trillion Covid-19 spending financed by borrowing from

the Fed, the narrow measure of the money supply known as M1 has expanded

from $4.0 trillion to $6.8 trillion during the past 12 months, a 70 percent

increase. By way of comparison, the 12-month increases in M1 during the

inflationary 1970s never exceeded 10 percent. The largest previous single-year

M1 increase in recent decades was a 21 percent figure in the aftermath of the

Great Recession. The story is the same for the broader M2 measure of money,

which has increased by 25 percent during the past year. The next largest 12-

month expansions in M2 during the past 75 years were the 1975-1976 increase

of 13.8 percent during the double-digit inflation of the 1970s and the 10.3

percent increase during 2011. 

One has to go all the way back to World War II to find anything comparable to

the money supply increases of the past 12 months. Moreover, even these

gigantic figures understate the current monetary surge. The Treasury is

currently holding more than a trillion dollars of committed funds in its bank

account, which will be added to the money supply when they are spent in the

next few months. Congress is expected to add additional fuel to the fire with

the $1.9 trillion spending package currently under consideration.

Second, the inflation triggered by the huge monetary expansion will increase

the expected rate of inflation and nominal interest rates. In turn, the higher

nominal interest rates will cause the velocity of money to increase, unleashing

additional inflationary pressures from the rapid money growth of 2008–2019.

Rising inflation rates and higher nominal interest rates are two peas in the

same pod. When the former occurs the latter will follow. As inflation pushes

nominal interest rates upward, the recent reductions in velocity will reverse,

adding to the inflationary pressure.

Third, the mandated shutdowns have resulted in a huge pent-up demand.

Once a sizable share of the population has received the vaccine and the virus

is brought under control, spending will increase substantially, providing an
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additional boost to both demand and the general level of prices. While the

shutdown imposed large costs on small businesses and employees who lost

their jobs as the result of business closures, the income of another sizable share

of Americans continued as usual. In fact, the incomes of many in this group

received an additional boost from the government’s direct payments to

households in the Covid relief packages. Restrictions on travel, tourism,

sporting events, and other entertainment curtailed spending and the personal

savings rate more than doubled, jumping from 8 to 17 percent during 2020.

Now, many people who have money have been cooped up for too long, and

when they can, they are going to spend “big time.” 

The current situation is similar to that of World War II and its aftermath. As

during the pandemic, the surge in government spending during the war was

financed mostly by debt and money creation.  Similarly, spending options

were severely limited during both of these events. The performance of the

economy after the war provides insight on our likely future. Propelled by

pent-up demand and wartime savings, the post-war recovery was stronger

than expected. But it was also characterized by inflation. The CPI and GDP

deflator (two measures of inflation) both increased at double-digit rates during

1946 and 1947.

The next two or three years are likely to be similar. It is a virtual certainty that

inflation will rise, perhaps to double-digit levels. Demand will be strong and

real GDP is likely to grow, albeit at a sluggish rate. Currently, the political

forces supportive of anti-growth policies such as trade restrictions, higher

minimum wages, perverse energy regulations, and cronyism appear to be on

the rise, and they will dampen future growth. These policies, along with the

uncertainties accompanying inflation and the burden of financing the larger

outstanding debt will slow real growth. But inflation is going to be the big

story of the post-pandemic economy. Get ready for an inflationary ride.

The author would like to thank Jane Shaw Stroup, Joseph Connors, and David

Macpherson for their assistance in the preparation of this article. 
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